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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The University of Wisconsin System receives financial support from gifts made to each institution’s affiliated foundation, 
an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit entity.   

Foundations play an important role in supporting our campuses and students.  They provide student scholarships, help 
fund our academic programs and research, and allow the UW System to develop the learning facilities needed for 
student success.  These partnerships must be executed with integrity and remain above reproach.   

The UW System has taken significant steps to improve transparency related to foundation transactions, while 
maintaining the important relationship between the UW and its affiliated foundations in order to support the 
universities and students. 

Background 
In April 2016, UW-Oshkosh (UWO) Chancellor Andrew Leavitt identified potentially inappropriate transactions between 
UWO and the UW-Oshkosh Foundation.  The UWO Foundation is an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit entity.  Chancellor 
Leavitt promptly drew those irregularities to the attention of UW System President Ray Cross, who immediately directed 
UW System staff to review the financial standing on all recent UWO Foundation projects.   

During its review, the UW System discovered guarantees related to real-estate projects managed by the UW-Oshkosh 
Foundation from 2010-2014, which was during tenure of former UWO Chancellor Richard Wells and former Chief 
Business Officer Thomas Sonnleitner.   

In June 2016, the Board of Regents also hired retired Dane County Circuit Court Judge Patrick Fiedler to independently 
review the real-estate projects identified by Chancellor Leavitt.  Judge Fiedler’s findings prompted the Board and UW 
System to ask the Wisconsin Department of Justice (DOJ) to conduct a more detailed investigation of the financial 
transactions executed by Wells and Sonnleitner.   

In January 2017, the UW System President and Board of Regents announced they had asked DOJ to pursue civil legal 
action against former UWO Chancellor Richard Wells and former Chief Business Officer Thomas Sonnleitner for improper 
financial transaction that occurred under their administration.  According to the DOJ complaint, Wells and Sonnleitner 
made illegal financial transfers from 2010-2014 from UW-Oshkosh to the UWO Foundation related to five real-estate 
projects.  The UW-Oshkosh Foundation participated in the renovation of the downtown Oshkosh Best Western 
Waterfront Hotel and Oshkosh Sports Complex, constructed two biodigesters, and built the Alumni Welcome and 
Conference Center.   

The UWO Foundation was established to provide support to the university, and funding generally should have only 
flowed from the foundation to UWO.  Moreover, neither Wells nor Sonnleitner properly recorded those transfers in UW-
Oshkosh’s accounting records, which concealed the transactions from UW System staff.   

Wells and Sonnleitner also executed illegal guarantees pledging UWO’s financial support for the Foundation’s bank loans 
related to the real-estate projects.  The guarantees asserted UWO would make debt payments for the Foundation if it 
could not meet its financial obligations.  The Wisconsin Constitution does not allow a public entity to guarantee the debt 
of a private organization.  Because the actions of Wells and Sonnleitner were unconstitutional, UWO could not legally 
guarantee the Foundation’s bank loans.   

Comprehensive Internal Review of UW System Institution Payments to Foundations.   
Following the UW System’s review of financial documents related to recent UWO Foundation projects, the UW System’s 
Office of Finance (Finance) immediately began a comprehensive assessment of payments made from all UW institutions 
to their affiliated foundations between July 1, 2010 and January 31, 2017.  The State’s record retention schedule for 
expenditure-accounts payable transactions is seven years, and the UW System chose this seven-year historical period in 
order to perform the most extensive documentation review possible. 

https://www.wisconsin.edu/news/archive/board-of-regents-uw-system-and-wisconsin-department-of-justice-pursue-civil-lawsuit-against-two-former-employees/
https://www.wisconsin.edu/news/download/news_documents/SUMMONS-AND-COMPLAINT-366988.pdf
https://www.wisconsin.edu/general-counsel/download/public_records/records_schedules/Fiscal-and-Accounting-General-Records-Schedule-(Amended-Nov-2012).pdf
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The Office of Finance searched for financial transactions that included the word “foundation” and various derivatives of 
it, including but not limited to, “UW foundation,” “campus foundation,” and “fndn.”  This established a materiality 
threshold that resulted in UW System financial staff analyzing 97 percent (97%) of all payments made to foundations 
during that seven-year period.  This process was discussed with Legislative Audit Bureau staff.   

• Query identified 2,072 transactions
• Analyzed documentation for $35,482.312.96 in payments = 97.2%
• Of the remaining 2.8% of transactions, 796 were valued at $200 or less and averaged $83.42 

There are valid, legal reasons why a UW institution would make a payment to its affiliated foundation.  For example, an 
institution may need to pay back its foundation for a donated scholarship if a student withdrawals, or make real estate 
lease payments for renting space in a foundation-owned building.  It may reimburse its foundation for expenses incurred 
on an institution’s behalf, such as when a foundation pays for all expenses for printing and distribution of a business 
school magazine, and the UW institution reimburses for postage. 

After completing this comprehensive analysis, the UW System did 
not identify illegal guarantees or loans like those executed by Wells 

or Sonnleitner. 

Accountability and Transparency Improvements Implemented 
The UW System has taken decisive, transparent, and accountable steps to protect our universities, protect taxpayers, 
and improve the important relationship with affiliated foundations.  These improvements ensure transparency for 
students, families, the Board of Regents, legislators and the general public.  

• Starting in fiscal year 2017, chancellors will sign the annual attestation stating that all financial records are
accurate and materially complete.

• The UW System implemented additional documentation requirements in its Pre-audit Manual.  Documentation
must be “complete and understandable to an independent third party without additional information.”

• All UW officials must be ex-officio and non-voting members of the foundation board.  This helps reinforce
independence by ensuring that UW members have no voting control over the governance of the Foundation.

• Affiliated foundations will now have more stringent reporting standards and all foundations will be required to
provide a more detailed annual financial report.  This will better capture potential payments to the affiliated
foundation that might happen outside of the state or the institution’s accounting process.  Foundations that
receive annual contributions between $300,000 - $500,000 must have their annual financial report reviewed by
an independent Certified Public Accountant (CPA).  Foundations that receive annual contributions of more than
$500,000 must submit an independent audit each year.

• The affiliated foundations must ratify an updated Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) by November 1, 2017
(with the exception of UW-Oshkosh due to pending litigation with the existing foundation).  The updated MOU
must include language that:

o Ensures both the University and Foundation understand the separate and legally independent
nature of the Foundation,

o Includes a conflict of interest policy for the Foundation,
o Requires books and records be maintained in a professional, controlled and transparent manner and

be available to the University as needed for oversight and monitoring, and
o Details the foundation’s responsibility for asset stewardship, maintenance of tax-exempt status, and

adherence to appropriate standards of accounting.

https://www.wisconsin.edu/financial-administration/forms-and-publications/preaudit-manual/part-ii-preaudit-steps/a-transactions-general/
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OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL DOCUMENTATION ANALYSIS 
UW System’s Office of Finance (Finance) conducted a comprehensive assessment of payments made from all UW 
institutions to their affiliated foundations between July 1, 2010 and January 31, 2017.  This nearly seven-year historical 
period provides the most extensive review possible within the State’s records retention schedule.   

Breaking Down the Numbers 

• Search Terms.  The Office of Finance searched for financial transactions that included the word “foundation”
and various derivatives of it, including but not limited to, “UW foundation,” “campus foundation,” and “fndn.”

• Documentation Analyzed.  This query identified 2,072 transactions from a UW institution to its affiliated
foundation between July 1, 2010 and January 31, 2017.  These queries totaled $36,520,490.70.

o Finance staff analyzed supporting documentation for every single transaction valued at $5,000 or more.
o Finance staff analyzed supporting documentation for multiple transactions that together totaled $5,000

or more in one fiscal year.
o This approach for reviewing transactions was shared with the Legislative Audit Bureau.

• Transactions.  UW System Finance staff analyzed documentation for payments totaling $35,482,312.96 during
that seven-year time frame.

o $35,482,312.96 equates to analyzing 97.2% of all payments made to foundations during that time period
 40 transactions valued between $500-4,999 totaling $69,340.35
 187 transactions each valued between $5,000-$25,000 totaling $1,954,395.16
 150 transactions each valued at $25,000+ totaling $33,458,577.45

o Of the remaining 2.8%:
 1,141 of the 2,072 financial payments were valued at less than $500
 796 of the 1,141 transactions were valued at $200 or less and averaged $83.42

• Additional Reviews Completed.  In addition to conducting a review of transactions with “foundation” in the
title, Finance also identified and reviewed documentation for four real estate foundation subsidiaries.

The Wisconsin Department of Administration (DOA) executed the leases with the Bluegold Real Estate LLC,
Cambridge Commons LLC, and REF Bridgeway Commons LLC.  The Board of Regents approved and executed the
Warhawk Real Estate Foundation lease, which is administered under the UW System’s statutory authority, Wis.
Stat. § 36.11(1)(b).

o 8 payments to the UW-Whitewater Warhawk Real Estate Foundation LLC totaling $1,989,441.00
o 79 payments to UW- Eau Claire Blugold Real Estate LLC totaling $9,448,204.21
o 4 payments to UW-Milwaukee Cambridge Commons LLC totaling $4,940,000
o 5 payments to UW- Platteville REF Bridgeway Commons LLC totaling $2,631,808.19
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DETAILS OF FINANCIAL DOCUMENTATION ANALYSIS 
The various tables below provide additional detail related to the comprehensive analysis performed by the UW System 
Office of Finance.  As shown in Table 1, Finance’s query identified 2,072 transactions from a UW institution to its 
affiliated foundation between July 1, 2010 and January 31, 2017.   

TABLE 1:  Total Number of Financial Transactions Queried 
Fiscal Years 2011 – 2017 

FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 
FY2017 

(thru 1.31.17) Total 
$0-499.99 124 153 261 166 191 173 73 1,141 
$500-5,000 74 83 78 76 111 121 51 594 
$5,001-25,000 15 26 36 37 30 34 9 187 
$25,000+ 12 17 29 18 38 23 13 150 

Total 225 279 404 297 370 351 146 2,072 

Of these 2,072 transactions, Finance staff analyzed supporting documentation for every single transaction valued at 
$5,000 or more, as well as multiple transactions that together totaled $5,000 or more in one fiscal year.  Additional 
information regarding these 377 selected transactions, including amount by fiscal year and number of transactions by 
UW institutions, are provided in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 

TABLE 2:  Financial Documentation Reviewed in Dollars By Fiscal Year 
Fiscal Years 2011 – 2017 

FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 
FY2017 

(thru 1.31.17) Total 
$500-5,000 

 
$5,000.00 $22,080.59 $20,050.00 $22,209.76 $69,340.35 

$5,001-25,000 $171,336.51 $300,134.78 $343,641.24 $390,122.34 $297,260.25 $378,776.58 $73,123.46 $1,954,395.16 
$25,001 or more $743,217.88 $3,156,498.14 $4,389,532.78 $9,220,410.23 $7,893,293.72 $7,388,677.30 $666,947.40 $33,458,577.45 

Total $914,554.39 $3,461,632.92 $4,733,174.02 $9,632,613.16 $8,210,603.97 $7,789,663.64 $740,070.86 $35,482,312.96 
Note:  The total amount of transactions increased in FY2014 primarily due to lease agreements approved and executed by the Department of Administration. 

TABLE 3:  Financial Documentation Reviewed by UW Institution 
Fiscal Years 2011 – 2017 

FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 
FY2017 

(thru 1.31.17) Total 
UW-Colleges - 1 3 2 - - - 6 
UW-Eau Claire - - - - - - - 0 
UW-Extension - 1 - 1 - - - 2 
UW-Green Bay - 1 - 1 - - - 2 
UW-La Crosse - - 1 - 20 - - 21 
UW-Madison 3 6 8 6 10 11 4 48 
UW-Milwaukee 11 13 20 19 29 32 13 137 
UW-Oshkosh 8 10 13 9 10 3 - 53 
UW-Parkside - - - - 1 2 - 3 
UW-Platteville - 1 13 15 14 16 3 62 
UW-River Falls - 1 - 1 - - - 2 
UW-Stevens Point - 5 2 3 2 5 1 18 
UW-Stout 1 - - - - - - 1 
UW-Superior - - - 1 - - - 1 
UW System Admin - - 1 - 2 - - 3 
UW-Whitewater 4 5 4 3 - 1 1 18 

Total 27 44 65 61 88 70 22 377 
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Finance staff grouped each of the 377 reviewed transactions into categories, which are defined in Table 4.  The number 
of transactions and total amount within each category are summarized in Table 5.  UW-Milwaukee and UW-Platteville’s 
lawful real estate lease agreements account for 121 of the 377 transactions, and these appropriately-reported lease 
payments were made in accordance with DOA-approved and executed agreements. 

TABLE 4:  Category Descriptions for Historical Financial Documentation Review 
Finance staff grouped each transaction into one of the categories below 

Accounting/Pass-through Foundation transaction processed with assistance of UW.  EXAMPLE:  Foundation-
hosted events where UW registration desk/system is used to process transaction and 
revenue sent to Foundation. 

Capital Building Project UW-La Crosse capital project only. 
Check Written Incorrectly / Funds 
Intended for Foundation 

Donation intended for Foundation; funds deposited into UW institution account 
resulting in subsequent payment to Foundation. 

Contract Revenue Pass-through Contractual revenue originally disbursed for Foundation, then provided back to UW 
for athletic or student scholarship programming. 

Donated Profits from Course 
Materials 

Course materials developed by faculty/staff for student purchase; faculty/staff 
designates profits to the Foundation.  EXAMPLE:  study guides. 

Expenditure Reimbursement Expenses incurred by Foundation on UW institution's behalf for items unrelated to 
Foundation-supported projects.  EXAMPLE:  Foundation pays for printing and 
distribution of business school magazine, and UW institution reimburses for postage. 

Gratuity Donations As documented in the UW-Madison employee handbook, tips provided to student 
union employees by members of the public are donated to Foundation. 

Intellectual Property Royalties Relates to software developed by UW-Milwaukee faculty:  as software is sold, the 
intellectual property (e.g., license) revenue goes to the Foundation. 

Lawful Real Estate Lease Agreements Payments to UW-Milwaukee or UW-Platteville Real Estate Foundations; lease 
agreements approved and signed by DOA. 

Overpayment Returned Foundation overpaid expense to UW; returning overpayment. 
Patron Theatre Donation Foundation donation made as UW institution processes theatre or conference ticket 

purchase; Foundation donation issued as designated by patron. 
Student Scholarship Withdrawal Student identified to receive Foundation scholarship but withdrew from institution or 

did not enroll; UW institution returns this prepaid scholarship/financial aid payment 
to Foundation for future use. 

Unspent Project Grant Returned UW institution returns unused portion of Foundation’s prepaid grant funds that 
Foundation issued for specific project.  

UW-Oshkosh Transactions Referred 
to DOJ for Litigation 

Transactions previously reviewed as part of DOJ civil case against Wells and 
Sonnleitner.  Documentation for these transactions was reviewed and sent to DOJ for 
litigation.  Further details related to these transactions are not included in this report 
due to pending lawsuit. 

TABLE 5:  Financial Documentation Reviewed by Category 
Fiscal Years 2011 – 2017 

Accounting/Pass-through 32 $239,471.79 
Capital Building Project 1 $183,805.00 
Check Written Incorrectly / Funds Intended for Foundation 26    $854,285.15 
Contract Revenue Pass-through 14 $3,744,055.00 
Donated Profits from Course Materials 8 $48,050.05 
Expenditure Reimbursement 52 $3,625,004.93 
Gratuity Donations 5       $240,159.74 
Intellectual Property Royalties 10      $74,448.00 
Lawful Real Estate Lease Agreements 121 $10,948,670.43 
Overpayment Returned 20  $1,971,030.43 
Patron Theatre Donation 21    $317,250.45 
Student Scholarship Withdrawal 32 $259,773.16 
Unspent Project Grant Returned 5      $62,945.55 
UW-Oshkosh Transactions Referred to DOJ for Litigation 30 $12,913,363.28 

TOTAL 377 $35,482,312.96 

https://union.wisc.edu/assets/Uploads/QuaternaryPromos/hr-handbook-studentemployee-15-0214.pdf
https://www.wisconsin.edu/news/archive/board-of-regents-uw-system-and-wisconsin-department-of-justice-pursue-civil-lawsuit-against-two-former-employees/
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FINDINGS 
General Overview 
There are appropriate, lawful reasons for a UW institution to make a payment to its affiliated foundation.  For example: 

• Student scholarships:  Foundations prepay scholarships to the institution, so funds are immediately available for
students at the beginning of the academic year.  If a student does not enroll or withdraws, the UW institution
returns the scholarship funds to the foundation so they can be used in the future.

• Real estate lease agreements:  A UW institution may rent space in foundation-owned buildings provided the
appropriate approvals are received from the Board of Regents, Department of Administration, and/or the State
Building Commission in accordance with state law.  For example, UW-Platteville has a lease agreement for a
residence hall.  UW-Milwaukee rents space from its foundation in a research park.  Both of these lease
agreements were approved by the Department of Administration.

• Donation errors:   Donors occasionally omit the word “foundation” when writing a check, assuming the funds
will go to the affiliated foundation.  However, without that key word, the funds are required by statute to go
into the UW institution’s account.  Once an institution is able to establish the donor’s intent, the institution may
issue a check to the foundation for the amount of the donation.

Subset of Transactions Requiring Additional Analysis  
The Office of Finance examined and analyzed 377 transactions totaling $35,482,312.96.  Three hundred twenty-nine 
(329) transactions had complete and proper documentation for the Donated Profits from Course Materials, Intellectual
Property Royalties, Lawful Real Estate Lease Agreements, Patron Theatre Donation, and Unspent Project Grant Returned
categories.

Finance noted 48 transactions that required further analysis or action, such as contacting the institution for additional 
information.   

TABLE 6:  Subset of Transactions Requiring Additional Analysis 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

Number of 
Transactions 

Total Amount of 
Transactions 

Accounting/Pass-through 8 $38,926.44 
Capital Building Project 1 $183,805.00 
Check Written Incorrectly / Funds Intended for Foundation 9 $341,446.92 
Contract Revenue Pass-through 14 $3,744,055.00 
Expenditure Reimbursement 8 $714,915.76 
Gratuity Donations 1 $92,566.05 
Overpayment Returned 6 $229,145.83 
Student Scholarship Withdrawal 1 $18,000.00 

Accounting/Pass-through 
Eight (8) transactions warranted further review and analysis in the Accounting/Pass-through category.  Some 
transactions related to joint or collaborative activities that involved a UW institution and its foundation.   

For example: 

• In one instance, UW-Green Bay received funds in 2012 from a private business that were intended to cover
sponsorship fees due to the institution’s Athletic Department, as well as a donation intended for the Foundation
related to a fundraising event.  However, the business provided only one check for both donations.  UW-Green
Bay kept the portion related to sponsorship within the Athletic Department, and issued a check to the UW-
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Green Bay Foundation for the donation.  UW-Green Bay had online records, but was unable to locate the 
detailed reconciliation reports. 

 
• The UWM Foundation held continuing education conferences in 2011 and 2014, using UW-Milwaukee’s 

registration software and facilities.  UW-Milwaukee was able to adequately explain and document the 
registration fees received, the amounts withheld for campus resources used for the conferences, and remaining 
registration fees that were dispersed to the UWM Foundation.  While amounts totaling $7,000 were labeled as 
“advances” in the supporting documentation, further investigation and analysis demonstrated these 
transactions were handled appropriately.   

 
• Additional payments in this category related to cash-for-a-check exchange transactions.  Finance identified 

instances where cash collected for the UW-Milwaukee Foundation was brought to the UW-Milwaukee Bursar’s 
Office, and checks were issued in exchange as a matter of convenience and safety.  For example, in two 
instances, the Bursar’s Office exchanged cash from book sales for checks totaling $5,566.82.  Exchange checks 
were also issued to the Foundation for cash from various men’s basketball, men’s baseball, women’s basketball, 
and Student Athlete Advisory fundraising events. 
 
While this process is not considered a best practice, it recognizes the risk of fundraisers, such as students 
carrying cash, and is allowable if transactions are clearly documented.  If UW-Milwaukee chooses to continue 
this practice, it will need to revise its operating agreement with the UWM Foundation to address this as a 
service provided by the Bursar’s Office.  When possible, it is recommended fundraisers on campus take the cash 
they receive from an event to a bank for this type of exchange.  

 
TABLE:  Accounting/Pass-Through 

July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 
Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Green Bay UW-Green Bay Foundation $8,000.00 02/13/2012 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $6,430.00 04/15/2013 
UW-Extension UW Foundation $8,850.00 12/11/2013 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $5,053.69 12/30/2014 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $545.00 01/14/2016 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $1,748.00 03/18/2016 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $599.75 04/18/2016 
UW-Milwaukee UWM Foundation $7,700.00 06/15/2016 

 
Capital Building Project 
The only transaction in this category relates to a UW-La Crosse project.  The UW-La Crosse Veterans Memorial Stadium, 
including the Hall of Honor honoring the men and women who have served, began in 2008 and was completed in 2009.  
The components of this project received approval from the Board of Regents and the State Building Commission.   
 
The Foundation pledged $500,000 in funding for the Hall of Honor, which it paid to UW-La Crosse.  However, due to 
fundraising challenges during the economic recession, the Foundation was ultimately only able to raise $316,195 for the 
project.  As a result, the foundation was required to internally manage a negative balance resulting from this payment.   
 
After the Hall of Honor Memorial project was completed, the Foundation approached UW-La Crosse asking to recoup 
$183,805 from the university so it could use those funds for other university projects.  UW-La Crosse paid this amount to 
the UW-La Crosse Foundation on May 20, 2015.   
 
Finance staff question whether it was allowable for the university to pay the UW-La Crosse Foundation for this purpose.  
If the Foundation had approached UW-La Crosse during the construction of the memorial, the project would have gone 
back to the State Building Commission to adjust the funding source from gifts to gifts and program revenue cash.   
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In the future, situations such as this are clearly addressed in the UW System document titled Principles, Best Practices, 
and Requirements Relating to the Relationship between a UW University or UW College and its Primary Fundraising 
Foundation and Any Real Estate Foundation.  This document was provided to all chancellors on April 18, 2017.  It states: 
 

“Projects that are planned to occur on state land, with state bonding, or with other state resources 
requiring approval of the Department of Administration or Governor, and legislative support, must also 
be brought to the attention of the Board of Regents and System President by the Chancellor before the 
planning process begins and before commitments are made by the University or Foundation.”   
 
This document further states: 
“The University cannot transfer, gift, or loan state funds to the Foundation. University funds are “state” 
funds regardless of the funding source (e.g., General Purpose Revenue, Program Revenue, gifts and 
grants, tuition, etc.).” 

 
TABLE:  Capital Building Project 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-La Crosse UW-L Foundation Inc $183,805.00 05/20/2015 

 
Check Written Incorrectly / Funds Intended for Foundation 
As previously noted, there were 26 transactions categorized as Funds Intended for the Foundation.  Of these, nine 
transactions totaling $341,446.92 were originally deposited by UW-Madison, but later transferred to the UW 
Foundation.  Supporting documentation stated the funds were an unrestricted gift to UW-Madison or included checks 
payable to UW-Madison. 
 
While conversations with donors to clarify intent may have prompted the transfers, if donor intent is unclear or is not 
documented, the donation is to remain with the university.   
 
To address this in the future, the Foundation Principles document indicates that: 
 

“If a check is made payable to the University, or a gift instrument names the University, the funds 
presumptively belong to the University, and must be deposited accordingly in University accounts…If a 
check or gift instrument names the University, and there is no documented extrinsic evidence 
establishing donor intent to direct the check or gift to the Foundation, then the check or gift are 
University funds and must be deposited in University accounts. It is very important to recognize that once 
funds are received by the University, they are state funds and are fully subject to all state law 
requirements and restrictions.”  

 
TABLE:  Check Written Incorrectly / Funds Intended for Foundation 

July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 
Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Madison UW Medical Foundation $37,255.92 06/22/2012 
UW-Madison University of Wisconsin Foundation $9,400.00 08/16/2012 
UW-Madison University of Wisconsin Foundation $130,426.00 11/12/2012 
UW-Madison University of Wisconsin Foundation $32,565.00 04/19/2013 
UW-Madison University of WIS Foundation $10,000.00 04/07/2014 
UW-Madison University of WI Foundation $5,000.00 06/05/2014 
UW-Madison University of WI Foundation $500.00 06/10/2014 
UW-Madison University of WI Foundation $16,300.00 12/08/2014 
UW-Madison University of Wisconsin Foundation $100,000.00 04/22/2015 
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Contract Revenue Pass-through  
There are 14 transactions within the Contract Revenue Pass-through category that warranted further review and 
analysis. 
 
For example: 
 

• UW-Madison has a contract with Learfield Communications, Inc. for the sale media rights related to its Division 
of Intercollegiate Athletics.  The Board of Regents approved the Learfield contract, and the agreement states the 
contractor shall pay UW-Madison.  Documentation shows UW-Madison received a $3,477,500 payment from 
Learfield Communications in December 2015, and transferred the same amount to the UW Foundation in 
January 2016.   
 
The Office of Finance is working with UW-Madison to determine what portion of future Learfield payments 
should be retained by the university as compensation for media rights, and what portion should be distributed 
to the UW Foundation due to the basketball, football, and hockey coaches’ assignment and donation of their 
rights to the Foundation in 2002.  In the interim, payments will be received by UW-Madison and deposited into 
UW-Madison’s account.  When the legal analysis is completed, a transfer for any portion of funds rightfully 
belonging to the UW Foundation can then be made.  
 

• UW-Oshkosh entered into contractual agreements with private entities for Pepsi beverage pouring rights on the 
campus and space rental.  UW-Oshkosh distributed the related contractual proceeds totaling $186,555.00 to the 
UW-Oshkosh Foundation instead of keeping in UW-Oshkosh accounts.   
 
UW-Oshkosh has discontinued this practice in accordance with the Foundation Principles which clearly identifies 
this type of practice as prohibited.  The document states:  
 

“Funds derived from University revenue producing activities, such as fees for services or use of 
university facilities, revenues from ticket sales, registration fees, and similar activities, or from 
grants, contracts or business arrangements, belong to the University and all such funds must be 
deposited directly with the University into appropriate accounts. Such funds must not be 
deposited with the Foundation or transferred to the Foundation, as a means of avoiding state 
law requirements and restrictions on the use of state funds.”  
 

• UW-Oshkosh’s AeroInnovate accelerator program is a virtual accelerator that assists early stage aviation and 
aerospace startup companies.  UW-Oshkosh anticipated it would receive grant funding for this program.  When 
that did not materialize, UW-Oshkosh honored its commitment to startup companies by providing $30,000 on 
June 10, 2015, to the UW-Oshkosh Foundation, which processed individual checks to the companies. 
 
In fiscal year 2017, the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation issued a $25,000 grant to the 
AeroInnovate program.  UW-Oshkosh continues to provide funds to startup companies through this 
collaborative grant program. 

 
TABLE:  Contract Revenue Pass-through 

July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 
Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $30,000.00 01/14/2011 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $21,311.00 04/07/2011 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $10,000.00 06/16/2011 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $21,311.00 05/02/2012 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $10,000.00 06/25/2012 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $21,311.00 06/06/2013 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $10,000.00 06/06/2013 
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TABLE:  Contract Revenue Pass-through 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $21,311.00 06/17/2014 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $10,000.00 06/17/2014 
UW-Madison UW Foundation $25,000.00 12/11/2014 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $30,000.00 06/22/2015 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $31,311.00 06/30/2015 
UW-Madison UW Foundation $25,000.00 12/08/2015 
UW-Madison UW Foundation $3,477,500 01/27/2016 

 
Expenditure Reimbursement 
Eight transactions in this category required additional review.  Both the UW-Madison Medical Foundation and UW-
Whitewater Foundation transactions were deemed reasonable and appropriate by Finance staff.   
 
The remaining six transactions were related to UW-Oshkosh Foundation litigation and were referred to the Wisconsin 
Department of Justice.  While there is ongoing litigation related to the UW-Oshkosh Foundation, and the UW System is 
typically requested by DOJ to refrain from commenting on transactions related to the lawsuit, the System is able to 
provide additional details on one transaction. 
 

• UW-Oshkosh Community Foundation Emergency Vehicle:  in August 2015, UW-Oshkosh paid $20,000 from 
federal indirect funds to the UW-Oshkosh Foundation in order to provide the City of Oshkosh a Community 
Foundation emergency vehicle.  Finance’s review noted that Chancellor Wells agreed to support an emergency 
vehicle with the City of Oshkosh. Thomas Sonnleitner authorized the $20,000 payment from federal indirect cost 
reimbursement funds.   

 
TABLE:  Expenditure Reimbursement 

July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 
Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Whitewater UW Whitewater Foundation Inc $6,396.11 12/28/2010 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $19,723.05 05/05/2011 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $33,936.58 04/10/2013 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $28,604.89 04/10/2013 
UW-Madison UW Medical Foundation $552,981.00 06/24/2014 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $7,084.37.00 06/26/2014 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Fdn $46,189.76 06/22/2015 
UW-Oshkosh UW Oshkosh Foundation $20,000.00 08/31/2015 

 
Gratuity Donations 
As state employees, UW-Madison student union employees are not allowed to accept tips.  As stated in the employee 
handbook: 
 

“If offered a tip, employees will politely decline and explain: ‘As a University agency we do not accept 
tips. However, if you would like to acknowledge the work of Union employees, you may make a donation 
to the Student Employee Recognition Fund.’ ”  

 
For one transaction in October 2012, UW-Madison paid its foundation $68,796.23 for tips and donations.  This amount 
was $155.20 less than the amount provided in supporting documentation.  No further action will be taken. 
 

https://union.wisc.edu/assets/Uploads/QuaternaryPromos/hr-handbook-studentemployee-15-0214.pdf
https://union.wisc.edu/assets/Uploads/QuaternaryPromos/hr-handbook-studentemployee-15-0214.pdf
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TABLE:  Gratuity Donations 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Madison UW Foundation $68,796.23 10/23/2012 

 
 
Overpayment Returned 
This category refers to when a Foundation overpays expenses to the university, and the institution returns the 
overpayment to the Foundation.  For six transactions, documentation indicates there was an invoicing error that 
necessitated payments back to the UW-Milwaukee Foundation.   
 
UW-Milwaukee was able to locate supporting documentation that adequately supported and explained the June 2012 
payment of $125,357.27.  The March 2011, April 2011 and June 2012 overpayment documentation did not clearly 
specify the invoicing errors.  For payments made in May 2012 and June 2013, the amounts returned to the Foundation 
were less than the amounts identified in the documentation.  The institution will improve its documentation practices in 
the future, and no further action will be taken. 
 

TABLE:  Overpayment Returned 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $30,742.00 06/12/2013 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $125,357.27 06/08/2012 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $22,975.22 06/07/2012 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $27,458.15 05/02/2012 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $6,014.19 04/28/2011 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $16,599.00 03/22/2011 

 
 
Student Scholarship Withdrawal 
One transaction categorized as Student Scholarship Withdrawal warranted further review and analysis. In May 2012, 
UW-Milwaukee’s foundation-sponsored financial aid account reported a balance of $18,504.79.  UW-Milwaukee paid its 
foundation $18,000, or $504.79 less than the amount provided in supporting documentation.  No further action will be 
taken. 
 

TABLE:  Student Scholarship Withdrawal 
July 1, 2010 – January 31, 2017 

Institution Payee Amount Date 
UW-Milwaukee UWM  Foundation $18,000.00 05/02/2012 
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ADDITIONAL REVIEWS COMPLETED 
Other Real Estate Foundations 
As noted previously in the report, the UW-Milwaukee and UW-Platteville real estate foundations were included in the 
initial query because their foundation names included “UW.”  These lawful lease agreements were approved by the 
Wisconsin Department of Administration, and each institution makes payment to the UW-Milwaukee Real Estate 
Foundation and UW-Platteville Real Estate Foundation, respectively.   
 
The Office of Finance also reviewed transactions related to four real estate foundation subsidiaries that are wholly 
owned by a UW foundation, but did not include “UW” in the title.  These are Warhawk Real Estate Foundation LLC, 
Blugold Real Estate LLC, Cambridge Commons LLC, and REF Bridgeway Commons LLC.  They are subsidiaries of the UW-
Whitewater Foundation, UW-Eau Claire Foundation, UW-Milwaukee Foundation, and UW-Platteville Foundation, 
respectively. 
 
Finance identified 96 transactions to these four foundations, and noted all payments were in accordance with lawfully 
executed leas agreements: 

• 8 payments to the Warhawk Real Estate Foundation, LLC totaling $1,989,441.00 
• 79 payments to Blugold Real Estate, LLC totaling $9,448,204.2 
• 4 payments to Cambridge Commons, LLC totaling $4,940,000 
• 5 payments to REF Bridgeway Commons, LLC totaling $2,631,808.19 

 
 

Finance staff reviewed all 96 real estate foundation transactions and noted all 
payments were in accordance with lawfully executed lease agreements. 

 
 
UW-Oshkosh Business Success Center 
The UW-Oshkosh Business Success Center (BSC) was created in 1998 as a separate 501(c)(3) non-profit entity.  Its 
purpose is to bring together local businesses with university resources, faculty experts, student interns, research 
facilities and a survey center to deliver customized solutions for an organization's challenges.  The revenue generated 
from BSC activity was deposited in a UW-Oshkosh Foundation account. 
 
While the BSC structure was well-intentioned, it was recognized that the Business Success Center should be a unit within 
UW-Oshkosh.  In January 2017, the UW System recommended proactive measures to establish the unit as a formal 
university department including the dissolution of the 501(c)(3) non-profit status. The non-profit entity filed articles of 
dissolution with the Wisconsin Department of Financial Institutions on April 10, 2017, and BSC is now part of UW-
Oshkosh. 
 
On January 18, 2017, UW-Oshkosh asked the Foundation to transfer all BSC funds to the institution.  Since that date, the 
UW-Oshkosh Foundation has paid administrative expenses of $4,203.36 on BSC’s behalf, but has denied the UW-
Oshkosh request to return remaining funds.  The Foundation currently holds BSC funds totaling $154,375.55.  UW-
Oshkosh is currently working with the Legislative Audit Bureau and UW System on continued review of BSC transactions 
prior to the dissolution of the 501(c)(3). 
 
The UW-Oshkosh Foundation filed for bankruptcy on August 17, 2017.  As a result, assets held by the Foundation cannot 
be dispersed except through the bankruptcy proceedings; therefore, the return of the BSC funds is uncertain.  
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Review of Foundation Financial Statements 
Historically, Finance staff and the Legislative Audit Bureau have obtained foundations’ financial statements to evaluate 
materiality and determine whether a foundation should be included in the UW System’s annual financial statements.  
When preparing the 2016 UW System annual financial report, Finance staff completed a more comprehensive review of 
the foundations’ statements, including accounts receivable, accounts payable, leases, and short-term and long-term 
debt.  This analysis was provided to the Legislative Audit Bureau as part of the 2016 audit. 
 
Finance staff noted no additional items for inclusion in the 2016 UW System annual financial report.  However, during 
this due diligence process, staff did note the UW-Platteville Foundation included a footnote in its statements, 
highlighting the deficit position of some of its temporarily restricted funds.  Specifically, Note 10 to the audited 
consolidated financial statements states, “Temporarily and permanently restricted net assets consist of contributions 
that donors restricted for scholarships, renovations for certain colleges, development funds for the colleges, and 
speaker events…There were 9 and 25 individual temporarily restricted funds that were overspent by a total of 
$2,871,747 and $3,789,986 at June 30, 2016 and 2015, respectively.”  
  
UW-Platteville staff stated the Foundation board of directors is working on a plan to resolve the remaining balance.  
 
 

IMPROVEMENTS IMPLEMENTED TO ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY AND 
TRANSPARENCY 
The UW System has taken decisive, transparent, and accountable steps to protect our universities, protect taxpayers, 
and improve the important relationship with affiliated foundations.  These improvements ensure transparency for 
students, families, the Board of Regents, legislators and the general public.  
 
Annual University Attestations.  Chief Business Officers currently sign an annual attestation stating that all financial 
records are accurate and materially complete.  Starting in fiscal year 2017, Chancellors will also sign this attestation. 
 
Documentation.  UW System Administration identified payments that were issued to the foundation because the 
donor intended the funds to be donated to the foundation.  The UW System has documentation standards requiring all 
UW institutions to maintain complete records related to payments.  Specifically, the UW Pre-audit Manual states that 
documentation must be “complete and understandable to an independent third party without additional information.”  
This requirement was recommunicated to institutional finance staff on April 4, 2017, and information related to 
documentation requirements are also posted on the UW System website. 
 
Ex-officio and Non-Voting Members of the Board.  It is important to establish and maintain independence 
between our institutions and their related foundations.  While it is common and reasonable for university officials to be 
foundation board members because of their official connection to the university, effective November 1, 2017, these 
officials must be ex-officio and non-voting members of the foundation board.  This arrangement helps reinforce 
independence by ensuring that University officials have no voting control over the governance of the foundation. 
 
Independent Audits and Robust Reporting Requirements.  Affiliated foundations will now have more stringent 
reporting standards and all foundations will be required to provide a more detailed annual financial report.  This will 
better capture potential payments to the affiliated foundation that might happen outside of the state or the institution’s 
accounting process.   
 
According to the Foundation Principles, foundations that receive annual contributions of $300,000 - $500,000 must have 
their annual financial report reviewed by an independent Certified Public Accountant (CPA).  Foundations that receive 
annual contributions of more than $500,000 must submit an independent audit each year.  For FY 2017, this will result in 
all four-year UW institutions, two two-year UW institutions, and two real estate foundations providing audited financial 
reports.  UW System financial staff will review each financial report to consider their general financial health and identify 

https://www.wisconsin.edu/financial-administration/forms-and-publications/preaudit-manual/part-ii-preaudit-steps/a-transactions-general/
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any possible transactions between the foundation and UW institution.  Additionally, UW System financial staff will 
review each statement for materiality, to determine whether each foundation should be captured in the UW System 
annual financial report.   
 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs) 
In April 2017, each UW institution received the Foundation Principles document that contains a checklist of the 
requirements that must be included in a formal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) agreement between a UW 
institution and its primary foundation, as well as any real estate foundation.  These requirements were established by 
looking at model principles established by the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges.  
 
While many of the existing MOUs already contained these requirements, the affiliated foundation board must ratify an 
updated MOU by November 1, 2017 (with the exception of UW-Oshkosh due to pending litigation with the existing 
foundation).  All UW institutions must be in compliance with the requirements by that date. 
 
In addition to adhering to Board of Regents policies, the UW System requires that each foundation MOU include 
language that:  

• Ensures both the University and Foundation understand the separate and legally independent nature of the 
Foundation, 

• Includes a conflict of interest policy for the Foundation, 
• Requires books and records be maintained in a professional, controlled and transparent manner and be 

available to the University as needed for oversight and monitoring 
• Details the foundation’s responsibility for asset stewardship, maintenance of tax-exempt status, and adherence 

to appropriate standards of accounting 
 

  

https://www.agb.org/sites/default/files/legacy/AGB_MOU_2014.pdf
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DATE:  April 18, 2017 

TO: Chancellors 

FROM: Ray Cross 

RE: Foundation Principles, Best Practices, and Requirements 

As a result of our conversation at the March 31, some edits have been made to the Foundations 
Principles document.  The final version is attached to this e-mail.   

This document includes principles, best practices, and requirements.  We expect all institutions 
to be in compliance with the requirements by Wednesday, November 1, 2017.  Please consider 
any statement that includes “must” to be a requirement.  Please consider any statement that 
includes “cannot” or “not permissible” or similar language as not allowable. 

Please let me know in writing when your institution is in compliance with the requirements 
outlined in this document.  Please contact Tom Stafford, Lori Stortz, or me if you have any 
questions. 

CC: Regent Regina Millner 
Regent John Behling 
Executive Committee 
Tom Stafford 
Lori Stortz 

APPENDIX A:
UW System Foundation Principles 
(checklist for MOUs)
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PRINCIPLES, BEST PRACTICES AND REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A UW UNIVERSITY OR UW COLLEGE AND ITS 

PRIMARY FUNDRAISING FOUNDATION AND ANY REAL ESTATE 
FOUNDATION*** 

Memorandum of Understanding 

Each UW University and UW College (hereinafter referred to as “University”) must have a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with its primary fundraising Foundation, and with any 
Real Estate Foundation, that lays out the respective responsibilities of the University and the 
Foundation as well as other necessary provisions. A list of operational practices follows, as does 
a general checklist for necessary provisions that must be included in each MOU. 

Operational Practices: 
1. Ensure that both parties (University and Foundation) understand the separate and

legally independent nature of the Foundation and the core competencies the
Foundation needs to operate (i.e. legal, audit, governance, etc.).

2. Ensure that both parties understand, in light of the highly visible and critical role of
the Foundation, and the strong association that alumni, friends, and the public make
between the University and the Foundation, that the University has an important and
legitimate interest in the Foundation’s policies and actions.

3. Ensure that there is a conflict of interest policy for the Foundation.
4. Ensure the Foundation has appropriate articles of incorporation, bylaws, and board

member criteria, including term limits, expectations, and minimum qualifications.
5. Ensure that Foundation Board members understand their fiduciary duty to the

Foundation.
6. Ensure that Foundation Board members understand that the Foundation’s purpose is

to support the University’s mission.

General Checklist: 
Maintain a MOU between the University and Foundation that: 

1. Clearly establishes the working relationship between the University and
Foundation.

2. Assures the preservation of mission alignment over time.
3. Is periodically reviewed, assessed, and adapted in keeping with changing

circumstances and the passage of time.
4. Ensures that the Foundation has policies, resolutions, and/or controls that define

the circumstances, if any, in which University employees can approve
transactions and enter into obligations on behalf of the Foundation. These
policies, resolutions, and/or controls must define circumstances (e.g., dollar
limits, long-term contracts) for which formal pre-approval and/or post-transaction
review by the Foundation’s Board is required.
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5. Ensures that the Foundation and the University define the services and support to 
be provided by the Foundation, including any fundraising activities, and the 
services and support to be provided by the University. Specific details regarding 
the services and support provided respectively by the Foundation and the 
University may be contained in a separate, operational agreement between the 
University and the Foundation that is reviewed and renewed annually. 

6. Outlines methodology for any additional compensation or benefits to be paid to 
University leaders (compensation, housing, car, etc.) and that it be evaluated by 
both the University and Foundation to be appropriate, at market value, and 
defensible.  The methodology chosen should express the clear understanding that 
the additional compensation or benefits is intended as remuneration for activities, 
such as fundraising, undertaken on behalf of the Foundation. (Note: This 
methodology needs to be included in MOU’s only if applicable, i.e. if university 
chancellors or other leaders are paid (or are contemplated to be paid) any 
additional compensation or benefits.) 

7. Establishes guidelines and conditions under which the MOU may be terminated 
and outlines a process for an orderly separation as well as the distribution of 
Foundation assets consistent with its articles of incorporation and bylaws. 

8. Defines reciprocal responsibilities and mutual expectations regarding the 
frequency, content, and method of reporting between the University and 
Foundation, including a requirement for an annual independent audit of the 
Foundation be provided to the University if the Foundation receives annual 
contributions of $500,000 or more. MOUs with Foundations that have annual 
contributions over $300,000 and less than $500,000 must require the Foundation 
to provide to the University a financial statement reviewed by an independent 
CPA. MOUs with Foundations that have annual contributions less than $300,000 
must state that the Foundation will provide an annual financial report to the 
University for informational purposes and potential review. 

9. Describes generally the terms and processes by which Foundation funds and 
gifts, including gifts-in-kind, will be provided to and accepted by the University. 
Specific details regarding these terms and processes may be contained in a 
separate, operational agreement between the University and the Foundation that 
is reviewed and renewed annually.  

10. Defines terms for the Foundation’s use of the University’s name, branding, and 
other University intellectual property. 

11. Requires Foundation books and records be maintained in a professional manner 
and be available for review by the University. 
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Governance 
 
Legal Separation of the University and its related Foundation: A public University 
Foundation provides fundraising and development operations as a separate non-profit 
organization. As a separately incorporated entity, the Foundation’s primary purpose is to support 
the University it serves through receiving, investing, and guaranteeing good stewardship of gifts. 
Having its own articles of incorporation, bylaws, board of directors, and officers, the Foundation 
must maintain a legal distance between itself and the public University it supports.  
 
A Foundation has no formal or legal role in the governance of the University, the setting of 
academic priorities, or other matters that are part of the University’s responsibilities. As with any 
other citizen board, the Foundation Board is free to express its opinions and, in some cases, the 
University may ask for the Foundation Board’s thoughts about certain issues.  Likewise, the 
University does not have a formal or legal role in the governance of the Foundation but may 
have representation on its board of directors, or otherwise provide input and advice on 
Foundation matters. 
 
It is important to establish and maintain independence between the University and its related 
Foundation.  Blurring of these lines could lead to the conclusion that the Foundation is 
insufficiently separate from the University and is, therefore, subject to statutes and rules 
governing the University.  
 
University Officials on Foundation Board: It is common and reasonable for University 
officials to be members of the Foundation Board because of their official connection to the 
University, which the Foundation is formed to support. However, these officials must be ex-
officio and non-voting members of the Foundation Board. This arrangement helps to 
demonstrate independence by ensuring that University officials have no voting control over 
governance of the Foundation. Under this approach, if the ex-officio member of the Board is 
paid by the University, then he/she must not have voting power.  
 
As with any other non-voting, ex-officio member of the Foundation Board, the University 
Chancellor can nominate individuals for Board membership, but the final decision on new 
members (and officers) is the prerogative of the voting members of the Board. Foundations 
should have membership or nomination committees, or similar processes, for nominating Board 
members. To further demonstrate Foundation independence from the University, the number of 
University employees on the Board must be kept to a minimum and preferably should not exceed 
two or three members depending on the size of the Board. In no circumstance may University 
employees constitute a majority of the Foundation Board.  
 
Oversight by the Board of Regents, System President, and Chancellors of Foundation Real 
Estate Projects: The Board of Regents, System President, and Chancellors must have oversight 
responsibility over real estate projects undertaken by Foundations, particularly where state 
resources such as real property or funding are involved in the projects.  
 
Since Foundations exist solely to support the University with whom they are affiliated, such real 
estate projects require the involvement and support of the University Chancellor. Real estate 
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projects for which the Chancellor would have otherwise needed to seek Board of Regents or 
System President approval had they been University projects must be brought to the attention of 
the Board and System President by the Chancellor before the planning process begins and before 
commitments are made by the University or Foundation. 
 
Projects that are planned to occur on state land, with state bonding, or with other state resources 
requiring approval of the Department of Administration or Governor, and legislative support, 
must also be brought to the attention of the Board of Regents and System President by the 
Chancellor before the planning process begins and before commitments are made by the 
University or Foundation.  Such projects likely will require involvement by DOA, the 
Governor’s Office, and/or legislators as they are being developed. 
 
Ethical Obligations of University Employees Serving on a Foundation Board: University 
personnel serving on a Foundation Board are covered by conflict of interest laws applicable to 
directors of non-profit organizations (Section 181.0831, Wisconsin Statutes) and any 
requirements imposed by the Foundation Board’s bylaws, articles of incorporation, or 
resolutions. These ethical obligations are in addition to those contained in UWS Chapter 8, 
Wisconsin Administrative Code (Unclassified Staff Code of Ethics), and for University 
employees who are public officials, those contained in Subchapter III of Chapter 19 of the 
Wisconsin Statutes (Code of Ethics for Public Officials). 

 
 

Personnel 
 
Hiring of a New Chancellor: The hiring of a new Chancellor is a responsibility of the Board of 
Regents and the UW System President.  Foundation Board members may be asked by the System 
President to serve as community members on the University search and screen committee. 
Additionally, during the University interview process, a courtesy meeting between candidates 
and Foundation representatives would be appropriate. The Foundation cannot have controlling 
involvement in hiring a new Chancellor. 
 
Provision of Additional Chancellor Compensation: Upon approval of the Foundation Board, it 
is acceptable for the Foundation to provide income supplements to fund a portion of the 
Chancellor’s salary.  
 
Any supplement or compensation provided to a Chancellor by a Foundation must be approved by 
the Board of Regents and the System President to ensure that the Chancellor is not in violation of 
University policies and state law. The Board of Regents and System President hire Chancellors 
and set their compensation levels, and they must approve in advance any compensation provided 
to a Chancellor from the Foundation. Total compensation, including that provided by the 
Foundation, must be within the Board approved compensation ranges and will depend on those 
factors used by the Board and President to set and adjust Chancellor compensation. Foundation 
payments must be deposited with the University. The University then uses the funds to payroll 
the Chancellor. Direct payment of compensation by a Foundation to a Chancellor is not 
permitted. 
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Provision of Additional Compensation for Other University Employees: Upon approval of 
the Foundation Board, it is acceptable for the Foundation to fund a portion of a University 
employee’s salary. This includes such practices as endowing chairs and faculty positions, or 
augmenting the compensation provided to coaches. Again, any supplement or compensation 
provided to a University employee must be approved by the University hiring authority to ensure 
compliance with University policies and state law.  In those situations, Foundation payments are 
deposited with the University. The University then uses the funds to payroll the individual. 
Direct payment of compensation by a Foundation to a University employee is not permitted. 
 
Hiring and Evaluating the Executive Director of the Foundation: The Foundation Board is 
typically responsible for hiring and evaluating the Executive Director of the Foundation. When 
the Executive Director position is completely separate from the University, Foundations are 
encouraged to obtain input from the University in the hiring and evaluation process in order to 
preserve or build the close relationship that needs to exist between both entities.  
 
It is preferred that the Executive Director of the Foundation be hired and paid for by the 
Foundation. However, the expense required to do this for modest and growing Foundations may 
render this option difficult. Thus the dual-role title is a common practice, in Wisconsin and 
elsewhere, but must be managed to minimize potential conflicts.  
 
At times, a University employee (e.g., the Vice Chancellor for Advancement/Chief 
Advancement Officer) is given the title of Executive Director of the Foundation. This dual title 
means that a state employee is hired (and paid) as the executive leader of a separate nonprofit 
organization in order to perform necessary administrative functions. It might be possible to 
designate a University official as an official liaison to the Foundation to assist with the logistics 
involved in managing and operating the Foundation without naming that employee Executive 
Director, but appropriate care should be taken in accounting for the services provided to the 
Foundation. A Foundation may fund the portion of the University employee’s time that is spent 
undertaking activities directly tied to the role as Executive Director of the Foundation. Any 
funding arrangement must be documented and may be done via a direct transfer of Foundation 
funds to the University or through an in-kind arrangement spelled out in the MOU or in the 
separate, related annual operational agreement that is in place between the University and the 
Foundation. 
 
The University Chancellor holds full and sole authority to hire and evaluate the Vice Chancellor 
for Advancement/Chief Advancement Officer when that person is employed by the University 
and also serves as the Foundation Executive Director. The University is the employer and 
therefore has this responsibility. The Foundation does have an interest in who fills the Executive 
Director position and how well they perform the Foundation-related administrative duties 
assigned to them. As such, it is desirable that the Foundation Board have a non-decision-making 
role in the hiring and evaluation when the individual holds both titles. 
 
Hiring and Evaluating Other University Personnel Whose Positions Are Funded from 
Foundation Resources: Resources provided through the Foundation commonly fund, in whole 
or in part, a number of University positions (e.g. endowed chairs, coaches, and administrative 
positions that support development and development related activities such as accounting). The 
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University is the employer and therefore has sole hiring, supervision, and evaluation 
responsibilities. In most cases, the University employee will have no direct relationship with the 
Foundation outside of funding for the position, and the Foundation will not have a role in the 
hiring or evaluation of the employee. Where the employee does have a direct role in assisting 
with Foundation-related activities, the University may request that the Foundation communicate 
with the Chancellor or Chief Advancement Officer regarding the employee’s performance.  
 
University Employees Must Not Directly Receive Any Payments from the Foundation for 
Services or Honoraria:  For accounting and tax reasons, payments to University employees for 
services, including any awards or honoraria, must be made through the University’s payroll 
system. If the Foundation in a separate transaction has provided funds to the University to cover 
such payments, the Foundation should be acknowledged as the source of funds.  
 
Reimbursements to University Employees from the Foundation: University employee 
business expenses that are allowable under University rules and guidelines should preferably be 
reimbursed through the University’s business expense systems rather than through direct 
reimbursement from the Foundation. The Foundation, in a separate transaction, may provide 
funds to the University that cover such expenses generally. If a University employee seeks direct 
reimbursement from a Foundation for a business expense, in accordance with University or state 
rules and requirements, the Foundation should ensure proper accounting for reimbursements in 
accordance with IRS rules. 

Universities and Foundations are required to adopt guidelines that assist in determining which 
reimbursements will be acceptable.  

 
 

Finances 
 
Funds Donated to a Foundation: If a check is made payable to the Foundation, the funds 
belong to the Foundation. If a gift instrument names the Foundation, or the gift instrument or 
other documented extrinsic evidence otherwise indicate the donor’s intent to gift to the 
Foundation, the gift must be deposited with the Foundation. When funds are donated to the 
Foundation, it is important to understand that the intent of the donor is to give to projects of the 
University. Thus these funds are managed by the Foundation but for support of the University. 
However, only the Foundation Board can approve a transfer of Foundation funds to the 
University, and the University has no authority to direct the Foundation to transfer funds to the 
University. It is also important to recognize that once Foundation funds are deposited in 
University accounts, they are state funds and are fully subject to all state law requirements and 
restrictions. 
 
Funds Donated to a University:  Wisconsin Statutes, Section 36.29(4) prohibits reassignment 
of donations from the University to the Foundation.  Thus, if a check is made payable to the 
University, or a gift instrument names the University, the funds presumptively belong to the 
University, and must be deposited accordingly in University accounts. However, for any 
donation, it is necessary to establish donor intent.  If a check or gift instrument names the 
University, but there is documented extrinsic evidence establishing donor intent to direct the 
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check or gift to the Foundation, then the check or gift are Foundation funds and must be 
deposited with the Foundation.  If a check or gift instrument names the University, and there is 
no documented extrinsic evidence establishing donor intent to direct the check or gift to the 
Foundation, then the check or gift are University funds and must be deposited in University 
accounts.  It is very important to recognize that once funds are received by the University, they 
are state funds and are fully subject to all state law requirements and restrictions. Such funds 
must not be deposited with the Foundation or transferred to the Foundation, as a means of 
avoiding state law requirements and restrictions on the use of state funds. 
 
Funds Derived from University Revenue Producing Activities: Funds derived from 
University revenue producing activities, such as fees for services or use of university facilities, 
revenues from ticket sales, registration fees, and similar activities, or from grants, contracts or 
business arrangements, belong to the University and all such funds must be deposited directly 
with the University into appropriate accounts. Such funds must not be deposited with the 
Foundation or transferred to the Foundation, as a means of avoiding state law requirements and 
restrictions on the use of state funds. 
 
University funds cannot be transferred, gifted or loaned to the Foundation: The University 
cannot transfer, gift, or loan state funds to the Foundation. University funds are “state” funds 
regardless of the funding source (e.g., General Purpose Revenue, Program Revenue, gifts and 
grants, tuition, etc.) This includes Foundation funds that have passed through the University. 
State funds include funding generated by the University, funding provided by the state, and also 
funding given to the University by the Foundation. As stated above, all University funds, 
regardless of source, are subject to the same restrictions that govern use of “state” funds. The 
University only may make such funding available to the Foundation in exchange for specific 
related services or other forms of consideration that the Foundation might provide. 
 
Use of State Funds for the Hiring of University Personnel to Raise Funds for the University 
through the Foundation:  Personnel hired and paid by the University in order to raise funds for 
the University are in the employ of the University, not the Foundation. If successful, these 
employees are a good investment for the University’s future. It is common practice for 
Universities to pay for these individuals from University budgets. The total state resources used 
to support fundraising personnel and activities need to be weighed against the benefits to the 
University derived from the investment, as well as alternative demands on those resources. 
 
Direct Purchases by a Foundation for Equipment, Services or Other Purposes on the 
University’s Behalf: Nearly all the funds raised and deposited in Foundation accounts will 
eventually be transferred to the University’s gift fund budget and spent strictly according to state 
requirements and donor intent. In unusual circumstances, funds may be spent directly by the 
Foundation for equipment, services, or other purposes on the University’s behalf. When this is 
done, it is important that the University and Foundation are aware of UW policies and guidance 
that may govern or affect such expenditures and that appropriate accounting measures are in 
place. Adequate justification must be provided for why University funds could not be used to 
make the expenditure, and documentation must be provided supporting the expenditure. The 
request for payment of the expenditure must be approved by the Chancellor or designee. 
Foundations also must have clearly defined internal policies and procedures guiding this type of 
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direct payment using donor funds. If applicable, internal Foundation legal, finance, and fund 
administration departments should be consulted and should provide approval. 
 
The University Cannot Allow Direct Payments to Student Recipients of Scholarships, 
Fellowships or Similar Awards:  The University cannot allow direct payments to students for 
scholarships, fellowships, prizes, and similar awards. Federal financial aid reporting rules require 
accounting for financial aid payments by the University and its affiliates. Foundations are 
unlikely to have the processes in place necessary to assure compliance. 
 
Use of Foundation Funds Obviously Must Comply Strictly with Donor Intent: Funds that 
are deposited in restricted accounts at the Foundation to be used for specified purposes such as 
scholarships must not be used, even temporarily, for any purpose other than that which the donor 
intended. The Foundation must not borrow, loan, or transfer monies from restricted accounts for 
any purpose.  

 
Use of University Space and Assets 

 
University Allocation of Space at the University for a Foundation’s Business Activities: 
Ideally, a Foundation would have its own office space, showing a physical separation from the 
University. If the Foundation is allocated space at the University, which is common across the 
country, the MOU between the University and Foundation, or the related operational agreement 
between the University and Foundation, must include the rent the Foundation will pay for use of 
the space, or that the Foundation may use such space rent-free as an “in-kind” payment by the 
University for specified services rendered by the Foundation. Rent or in-kind payments must be 
documented by the University at the fair market rate for the space.  
 
University Assets Cannot be Gifted or Loaned to the Foundation: The University cannot 
“gift” or loan equipment, personnel time, or other assets to a Foundation. The University may 
make such assets available to the Foundation in exchange for specific related services, payments, 
and other forms of remuneration that the Foundation might provide as described in the MOU or 
related operational agreement. University assets (equipment, etc.) are “state” assets regardless of 
the funding source (General Purpose Revenue, Program Revenue, Foundation gifts, etc.) used to 
secure the asset. 
 
 

Public Records 
 

Maintenance of a Foundation in accordance with these principles and practices should mean that 
a UW Foundation is not subject to the Wisconsin Public Records Law. While a Wisconsin 
appellate court has not ruled on this issue, some courts in other states have found their public 
university foundations to be entities subject to their public records laws. Even if the Wisconsin 
Public Records Law were found to apply, the law contains protection for specific records where 
the public interest in confidentiality outweighs the public interest in release of the record.  
 
Requests for records of the Foundation should be reviewed with both Foundation and University 
legal counsel so that the appropriate decisions can be made regarding records release. To place 
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the Foundation in the best possible position, requests for donor confidentiality should be well-
documented.  
 
 

Capital Projects and Related Debt 
 

A University Must Not Secure or Guarantee a Foundation’s Debt: A Foundation cannot 
legally obligate the University to secure the financing of a capital project for the benefit of the 
University. As a state agency, the University cannot secure or guarantee the debt or obligations 
of a private entity like the Foundation. Any such guarantee violates the state constitution and 
state statute. 
 
Foundation Undertaking and Paying for a Capital Project: If the project will require 
commitment of state funding or income streams for maintaining the project or otherwise obligate 
the University in the future, a discussion between the Foundation and the University must occur 
as the project is being planned. If it appears that the University will not be able to maintain the 
facility, then the project must not continue unless maintenance will be paid for through other 
Foundation resources. 

 
Foundation’s Role in Capital Projects That Include Gift Funding: Gift funds provided by a 
Foundation may be a source of revenue for cash deposits into a state capital project. The gift 
funds can cover the full cost of the project or any portion. The UW System Gift Funding Policy 
for capital projects is available at: https://www.wisconsin.edu/regents/policies/funding-of-
university-facilities-capital-costs/  
 
A Foundation May Hold and Develop Property for the Benefit of the University:  
Foundations may acquire property for the benefit of the University, either directly or through the 
creation of a subsidiary real estate Foundation. Such property may subsequently be given to the 
University, or made available for University use through a use or management agreement or 
other appropriate arrangement. If a Foundation funds a development on private land that will be 
of benefit to the University (e.g., a private residence hall adjacent to the University), competitive 
bidding procedures must be used in constructing the project.  Foundations and subsidiaries may 
construct, own, and operate such facilities without Board of Regents or State Building 
Commission approval if the facility is financed and operated independently of the University. If 
the facility has financial or operational ties to the University, the University advancement and 
planning offices must consult with the UW System Office of Capital Planning and Budget (and 
with the UW System Office of General Counsel) to determine an appropriate arrangement.  
 
Dummy Building Corporation Concerns with Respect to Foundation Building Projects: 
Prior to the amendment of Article VIII, Section 7(2)(d) of the Wisconsin Constitution in 
1969, the state was prohibited from incurring debt except in very limited circumstances. This 
created significant problems with respect to financing large construction projects and led to the 
use of "dummy building corporations." Dummy building corporations were non-profit shell 
corporations, where state officials acted as the corporate officers. Both the Regents of the 
University of Wisconsin (the predecessor to the current Board of Regents) and the Regents of the 

https://www.wisconsin.edu/regents/policies/funding-of-university-facilities-capital-costs/
https://www.wisconsin.edu/regents/policies/funding-of-university-facilities-capital-costs/
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State Colleges (the former governing board of the comprehensive campuses) created dummy 
corporations in order to finance construction projects for the campuses. The dummy corporations 
would enter into a lease for a facility with the University and use the lease to secure financing 
from banks and other financial institutions. The state would be neither a guarantor nor cosigner 
of the debt, but would, in effect, pay off the corporation's debt. 
 
In 1969, the Constitution was amended to permit the state to contract public debt, while 
prohibiting the use of dummy building corporations. Section 7(2)(d) of the Constitution, as 
amended, reads as follows: 
 

(d) No money shall be paid out of the treasury, with respect to any lease, sublease or 
other agreement entered into after January 1, 1971, to the Wisconsin State Agencies 
Building Corporation, Wisconsin State Colleges Building Corporation, Wisconsin 
State Public Building Corporation, Wisconsin University Building Corporation or any 
Similar entity existing or operating for similar purposes pursuant to which such nonprofit 
corporation or such other entity undertakes to finance or provide a facility for use or 
occupancy by the state or an agency, department or instrumentality thereof. 
 

Interpreting this amended provision of the constitution in State ex.rel. Warren v. 
Nusbaum, 59 Wis.2d 391,208 N.W.2d780 (1973); the Wisconsin Supreme Court held: 

 
The purpose of this section [Art. VIII, Sec. 7(2)(d)] was to prevent the utilization of state 
money to liquidate the construction debts of nonprofit corporations established to provide 
facilities for the use or occupancy of the state. * * * 
 
Sec. 7(2)(d), art. VIII, Wis. Const., does not prevent all nonprofit organizations or 
corporations established for a public purpose, from carrying on that purpose. It prohibits 
the type of indirect financing [used by dummy building agreements]. Where no state 
money is appropriated out of the state treasury for the purpose of meeting the state's 
obligations under such an agreement, sec. 7(2)(d), art. VIII is not violated. 

 
Nusbaum, 59 Wis.2d at 427,208 N.W.2d at 802. 

 
Over the past few years, as demand for facilities has increased faster than available state funds, 
additional emphasis has been placed upon the use of external monies to fund University 
facilities. Various arrangements have been proposed, but in general, any attempt to utilize the 
state's credit or state funds as collateral and any attempt to guarantee or otherwise secure a loan 
based upon the state purchasing or otherwise acquiring a facility has been rejected as inconsistent 
with the constitution and cannot be allowed. 
 
Additionally, it is quite clear that any lease-purchase arrangement with a non-profit would 
violate the Constitution and cannot be allowed. Any attempt to have a non-profit build a building 
and have the University buy the building for the amount of the indebtedness would be 
constitutionally impermissible. 
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In general, it appears that the only viable way to accept the financial assistance of a private 
nonprofit foundation is if the assistance is provided with no strings attached, thereby ensuring 
that no money is paid out of the state treasury to the foundation to directly or indirectly fund a 
capital project. The transaction as a whole has to be examined and a number of questions would 
have to be answered. 
 
 

Periodic Reports and Accounting Requirements 
 
Periodic Reports to the University: The Foundation must provide to the University periodic 
information regarding funds raised by the Foundation. Language must be included in the MOU 
between the Foundation and the University stating that the Foundation will submit an annual 
financial statement and annual independent audit to the University. Except that, as provided for 
in Wis. Stats., Section 202.11, the MOU with a Foundation that receives annual contributions of 
less than $500,000 and over $300,000 must state that the Foundation will submit to the 
University a financial statement reviewed by an independent CPA. Foundations that receive 
annual contributions equal to or less than $300,000 must submit an annual financial report to the 
University for informational purposes and potential review. 

 
Applicability of GASB Standards: The authority of the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board (GASB) to establish standards for determining when affiliated organizations must be 
included within the financial statements of a public university or other governmental entity must 
be recognized by the Foundation in the MOU between the Foundation and the University. 
Accordingly, the Foundation must agree in the MOU to provide the University, upon request, all 
information required to be in compliance with pronouncements from GASB or with any 
applicable state law. 
 
 

Data/Public Records Law 
 
Data Sharing Agreement: It is a best practice for a University and related Foundation to agree 
in writing (preferably in the MOU) regarding location, ownership and sharing of student, alumni, 
and donor data and records. These types of information routinely are shared among Foundation 
and University employees. Without a clear understanding regarding data location, ownership and 
sharing, risks increase for liability and/or compliance issues under the state public records law 
and the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). It should be understood 
that records held by the University are generally subject to the state public records law.  
 
 

Tax Law Compliance  
 

Federal and state tax law create complexities with gift acceptance, payments to both UW and 
foundation employees (even if indirect), and tax exempt status. Both UW institutions and 
Foundations should seek help from legal counsel and controllers regarding any transactions that 
could have tax implications. 
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***NOTE*** This document is substantially based on a draft document entitled “General 
Considerations and Discussion of Commonly-asked Questions Concerning Advancement, 
Fundraising, Development, and Foundations,” dated October 9, 2013, and prepared by 
Don Gray, former Senior Special Assistant, UW System and Chris Ashley, former Deputy 
General Counsel, UW System. 
 
 
Last edited: April 18, 2017 
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Institution-Foundation MOUs:  
Recommended Principles and Practices

I
nstitutionally related foundations play a vital role in advancing the missions 

of public colleges and universities, serving as gift repositories, fundraisers, 

asset managers, and advocates, and undertaking real-property projects and 

other entrepreneurial ventures. When well-structured, foundation-institution 

partnerships enable public colleges and universities to leverage opportunities 

and resources otherwise unavailable to state entities and to engage the talent, insights, 

relationships, and financial support of community, business, and philanthropic leaders. 

The close integration of public and private entities may, however, create concerns about 

external influence over institutional affairs, conflicts of interest, and transparency and 

accountability. In 2005, the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges 

(AGB) and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), working 

with a national task force, developed an illustrative memorandum of understanding 

(MOU) that was widely promulgated and served as a model for many institutions and 

systems. The 2005 illustrative MOU provided a catalyst and starting point for conversations 

among institution and foundation leaders about the role of foundations, the structure of 

development, and the respective responsibilities of institution and foundation boards. 

While the principles informing the 2005 MOU remain sound, the context in which 

foundations operate has changed significantly. 

The growing need for private support is leading many institutions to explore changes 

to the structure of their development programs and encourage their foundations to play 

a more-active role in fundraising and assume increased responsibility for real estate 

projects. At the same time, institution administrators and boards may feel the need to 

exercise increasing levels of oversight over affiliated entities that represent important 

institutional resources and potential risks that might fall outside of the parameters of 

the institution’s risk management practices. To help public institutions and foundations 

adapt to these changes, AGB, working with CASE and an advisory group of public higher 

education leaders, has revised the 2005 illustrative MOU, including guidance on issues 

that should be taken into consideration when thinking about foundation-institution 

partnerships and recommended practices for the development and implementation of 

MOUs. It should be emphasized that there is no definitive best model for foundation-

institution partnerships; the illustrative MOU is presented as a starting point for a 

collaborative process of assessment and strategic thinking about how the foundation 

and institution can most-effectively work together. When developing an MOU, legislative 

or regulatory regimes, institution or system polices, institutional culture, financial 

considerations, and strategic objectives must be considered to identify the best model for a 

particular institution at a given point in time. 
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FOUNDATION INDEPENDENCE

Changed contexts and perceptions related to foundation independence merit special 

consideration. For several decades, foundation leaders saw foundation independence 

as a vital means of safeguarding donor privacy, ensuring foundations’ ability to fulfill 

their fiduciary obligations and enhancing flexibility and fundraising capacity. AGB’s 1994 

publication, “College and University Foundations,” outlined two different taxonomies 

that characterized foundations by relative degrees of institutional control, financial 

independence, operational autonomy, and scope of responsibilities. Foundations were 

seen as ranging from small, passive entities that served primarily as gift repositories 

and endowment managers, to robust, autonomous organizations that executed a 

comprehensive range of advancement and entrepreneurial services on behalf of their 

institutions. Endowment size, financial and operational independence, and board 

engagement were loosely correlated with fundraising capacity. The same publication 

included an analysis of court rulings on the applicability of state freedom of information 

laws to affiliated foundations. This and subsequent research suggested that organizational 

independence was a key factor in determining whether foundations should be treated 

as private corporations or state entities. In the past decade, however, court rulings, state 

legislation, changes in system policy, and heightened standards of accountability have 

changed. In California and Iowa, for instance, legislative and judicial actions have opened 

foundation records but created some protections for donor information. Recognizing 

the importance of transparency in sustaining trust, many foundations are increasingly 

opting to voluntarily disclose information to the extent possible without compromising 

donor privacy or business-sensitive information. The need to operate more efficiently, 

better share information, and demonstrate transparency has also led some institutions 

and foundations to integrate select functions. AGB’s research suggests, however, that 

most foundation leaders believe that a degree of independence remains essential for 

foundations to fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities and advance their missions. The 

appropriate degree of independence for any foundation will be determined by multiple 

factors, including state law, system policy, financial resources, functions performed by the 

foundation, and institutional culture and history.

Well-crafted MOUs help clarify the boundaries between institution and foundation, 

identify and document state resources used by the foundation, clarify respective 

responsibilities for functions that may be conducted jointly by the foundation and 

institution, clarify relationships between institution and foundation staff, and affirm the 

foundation’s status as an independently governed charitable corporation. When revising 

or developing a new MOU, institutions and foundations should ask if the relationship 

articulated in the MOU ensures that the foundation board has the capacity to exercise 

independent judgment in fulfilling its fiduciary obligations and commitments to 

donors. Legal counsel should be consulted to determine whether the terms of the MOU 

increase the likelihood that the foundation would be treated as a public entity subject 

to open records laws, prevailing wage standards, or other regulations applicable to state 

institutions that would limit its ability to serve its mission and advance institutional 
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priorities. Finally, the financial and operational implications of the MOU for both 

institution and foundation should be examined. An MOU that mandates a high degree of 

independence may incur spending on redundant staff or operational resources rather than 

putting funds to use in ways that could more efficiently advance institutional priorities. 

PURPOSES OF THE MOU

 � Thoughtfully undertaken, the process of developing or updating the MOU provides an 

opportunity for both institution and foundation leaders to examine how the foundation 

can most effectively advance the mission of the institution, develop a shared vision for 

the future partnership, and clarify mutual expectations and responsibilities.

 � The MOU enumerates the primary ways in which the foundation supports the 

institution and clearly delineates the responsibilities of the foundation in its 

relationship with the institution and the institution with respect to the foundation. 

 � The MOU affirms the independent corporate status of the affiliated foundation and 

articulates the ways in which it fulfills its charitable purpose of institutional support. 

(The corporate status of affiliated foundations may also be addressed in state law or 

system policy.) 

 � The MOU provides transparency and accountability regarding the use of both state 

and private resources. 

 � The MOU documents the expectations of the institution or system and confirms the 

status of the foundation as a representative of the institution in its interactions with 

donors and the public. The MOU serves as an enforceable contract, but perhaps 

more importantly, it memorializes agreements about key elements of the foundation-

institution relationship, providing a shared point of reference should disagreements 

between the foundation and institution arise.

 � MOUs provide a vital source of continuity through leadership transitions and serve 

as an important tool to educate new administrators and board members, as well as 

external constituents, about the role of the foundation and its relationship with the 

primary institution. 

THE MOU: PRINCIPLES, PROCESS, AND IMPLEMENTATION

 � The dialogue informing the development of the MOU may be more important than 

the resulting contract. Any effective foundation-institution partnership must be based 

on mutual understanding and trust. The MOU process, thoughtfully undertaken, is an 

invaluable means of fostering this. 

 � The institution president or chancellor, the chair or other representative of the 

institution’s governing board, the foundation chief executive, and the foundation 

board chair should all participate in the process of developing the MOU and be 

signatories to the final document. This responsibility should not be delegated from 

the start to attorneys or other representatives. Discussion among the principle 

stakeholders helps to ensure that the final MOU will reflect a genuine consensus and 

address strategic issues rather than legal quibbles. 
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 � The MOU process may follow naturally from strategic or campaign planning as a 

means of identifying how the foundation can most-effectively advance institutional 

priorities and objectives. An MOU developed in response to a specific conflict or issue 

will likely do little to foster effective collaboration and may limit the flexibility that is 

one of the benefits of a foundation. 

 � The MOU is intended to provide stability and continuity, but it should be reviewed 

on some regular basis. As noted above, the conclusion or planning of a campaign or 

development of a new strategic plan may provide the catalyst for revisiting the MOU, 

but absent such transitional events, the foundation and institution should review the 

MOU every five years or so. The review process provides an occasion for reflection on 

ways the foundation might be more effectively engaged. It can also help ensure that 

new staff and volunteer leaders understand the terms of the relationship, preclude 

mission drift or unwitting departure from policy, and head off potential conflicts.

 � A joint retreat including the foundation and institution boards and staff provides a 

valuable opportunity to assess the existing relationship and explore ways to enhance 

and strengthen the partnership prior to review and revision of the MOU. 

 � An external facilitator with a sound understanding of institutionally related 

foundations can provide valuable insights into the way alternative foundation-

institution models work and help ensure that the process is perceived as equitable. 

 � The MOU need not address every aspect of the foundation-institution relationship; 

existing institution and foundation policies may simply be referenced, and issues that are 

likely to require more regular reconsideration can be addressed in additional agreements. 

 � While MOUs serve important legal purposes, they should, to the extent possible, be 

written in plain language. An unduly legalistic MOU is less useful as a tool to orient 

and educate board members and may occlude rather than provide transparency 

regarding the foundation-institution relationship. For similar reasons, the MOU 

should not be so lengthy or detailed as to preclude easy perusal.  

ELEMENTS FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION IN THE MOU

Not every MOU will address the same elements, but the following issues should be 

discussed and considered for inclusion:

Foundation-Institution Relationship

• An introduction summarizing the overall relationship between the foundation 

and its affiliated institution or system. This statement should broadly define 

the foundation’s responsibilities and clarify the foundation’s standing as an 

independent public trust, specifying that assets held by the foundation are 

dedicated to support the mission of the affiliated institution or system.
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• Designation of the foundation as the repository for gifts made in support of 

the institution in accordance with state law or institution policy and reference 

to policies regarding the acceptance of restricted gifts. The foundation’s use of 

the institution’s name and service marks/trademarks and the institution’s use 

of the foundation’s name and service marks/trademarks. A brief description of 

overlapping board structures, joint meetings, and reporting relationships of the 

foundation chief executive if he or she also serves as an officer of the institution. 

(Foundation bylaws typically enumerate institution administrators and others 

designated as ex-officio members of the foundation board.) 

Responsibilities of the Institution or System 

• A statement of the institution board’s responsibilities relating to determination of 

institutional mission and priorities, employment and compensation of university 

employees, oversight of university operations, and other key issues where the 

work of the foundation and institution intersect. 

• A description of the ways institutional priorities and objectives and other 

information essential to the foundation’s ability to fulfill its mission will be shared 

with the foundation.

Responsibilities of the Foundation 

• A statement of the foundation board’s responsibilities for investment and 

stewardship of foundation assets, employment and compensation of foundation 

employees, and operational oversight and risk management. 

• A statement of the foundation’s responsibility to comply with state and federal 

laws, maintain its tax-exempt status, and avoid or properly manage potential 

conflicts of interest involving staff or board members.

• A description of the appropriate ways in which the foundation board may 

participate in advocacy efforts on behalf of the institution.

• A description of services and resources provided by the foundation in support of 

the institution, and notification of any change in business purpose or scope.

• A description of donor and alumni records owned by the foundation and 

provisions for the use of such data by the institution, if allowable by law. 

• A description of required reporting, audits, and other accountability practices.

Finances and Administration 

• A description of the reporting relationship of the foundation chief executive and 

authority for hiring, assessment, determination of compensation, and termination 

of the foundation chief executive. 
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• A description of compensation or other benefits provided by the foundation to 

institution administrators or staff. 

• A description of how the foundation is financed, including a summary of 

institution resources (including staff, if any) provided for use by the foundation.

• Provisions for the use of unrestricted gifts.

Terms of the MOU

• A provision for updating and periodic review of the MOU.

• Definitions of terms and conditions, including circumstances for terminating the 

relationship or the dissolution of the foundation and distribution of the assets it 

holds. The MOU might also specify processes by which conflicts can be managed 

and mitigated. 

• A formal adoption of the MOU by the institution’s and/or system governing 

board’s leaders and the foundation board’s leadership. 

A NOTE ON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM FOUNDATIONS

System foundations may receive and manage resources supporting the system as a 

whole or manage endowments and other long-term investments on behalf of multiple 

campus foundations or accounts. Similarly, they may coordinate and support fundraising 

and provide development services for campuses across a system, provide support for 

planned giving or other specialized services for campus foundations/development 

programs, or play little role in supporting campus development. MOUs may, accordingly, 

vary widely from the illustrative model that follows, but many of the principles and 

practices outlined above remain applicable. 

MOUs of foundations supporting campuses overseen by a system board may also 

vary from those affiliated with institutions with individual campus governing boards. 

While boards with oversight responsibility for multiple campuses may be tempted to 

mandate a uniform MOU for use with all foundations affiliated with campuses within 

the system, such an approach undermines the value of the MOU process, eliminating 

strategic discussion about the most-effective ways foundations can support their 

affiliated campuses and imposing structures that may not be well adapted to the specific 

circumstances of individual campuses and foundations. System boards do, however, have 

a fiduciary responsibility for the campuses under their oversight and may adopt policies 

for campus relationships with affiliated entities such as minimum reporting requirements 

and financial controls, limitations on the use of state resources, rules regarding 

compensation of institution employees by the foundation, and elements to be addressed 

in campus-foundation MOUs.  
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Illustrative Memorandum of Understanding Between a 
Public Institution or System and an Affiliated Foundation

Note: AGB commends this illustrative memorandum of understanding to their members 

for consideration when drafting or revising their own such documents. The following 

illustrative document includes examples of best practice that each foundation and public 

institution or system should consider based upon their own needs and relationships. 

Foundations and institutions are encouraged to consult with legal counsel when developing 

an MOU to ensure that the final document conforms to federal and state laws and policies. 

THIS AGREEMENT was entered into as of this _____ day of ________, 20__, by and 

between the ___________________ [name of institution or system (the Institution)] and the 

___________________ [name of the foundation (the Foundation)].

 � The Foundation was organized and incorporated in ____ [year] for the purpose of 

stimulating voluntary private support from alumni, parents, friends, corporations, 

foundations, and others for the benefit of the Institution.

 � The Foundation exists to raise and manage private resources supporting the mission 

and priorities of the Institution, provide opportunities for students, and contribute to 

institutional excellence.

 � The Foundation is dedicated to assisting the Institution by fostering a culture of 

philanthropy, growing the endowment, and providing financial and other support for 

long-term academic and other institutional priorities. [Note: The MOU should identify 

specific functions such as real-property management or other entrepreneurial work 

assumed by the foundation in addition to or in lieu of fundraising responsibilities.]

 � As stated in its articles of incorporation, the Foundation is a separately incorporated 

501(c)(3) organization and is responsible for identifying and nurturing relationships 

with potential donors and other friends of the Institution; soliciting cash, securities, 

real and intellectual property, and other private resources for the support of the 

Institution; and acknowledging and stewarding such gifts in accordance with donor 

intent and fiduciary responsibilities.

 � The Institution designates the Foundation as the repository of private gifts made in 

support of the Institution unless otherwise specified by the donor. This provision might 

address whether the foundation can endorse checks made out to the university for gifts.

 � In connection with its fundraising and asset-management activities, the Foundation 

retains personnel with expertise in advancement services, fundraising, gift planning, 

investment management, and other capacities necessary for the fulfillment of 

its mission and works with the Institution to assist and advise in such activities. 

[Note: Not all foundations retain personnel; in such instances, personnel conducting 

foundation business report to other institutional staff, but the foundation board may be 

engaged in assessment processes and hiring and compensation decisions.]
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 � The Foundation and the Institution will jointly establish gift-acceptance policies, 

naming policies, and provisions for the establishment of scholarships, chairs, and 

other endowed purposes.

 � Consistent with its mission to help to advance the plans and objectives of the 

Institution, the Foundation is allowed to associate the name “Institution” in 

connection with the operations of the foundation; however, the Foundation will 

operate under its own seal and logotype and shall not use the university seal or 

other identifying marks in the promotion of its business and activities. [Note: It is not 

unusual for foundations, upon mutual agreement, to have the authority to use the 

institution’s seal and marks.]

 � In consideration of the mutual commitments herein contained, and other good and 

valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree 

as follows:

INSTITUTION OR SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITIES

 � The Governing Board of the Institution is responsible for overseeing the mission, 

leadership, and operations of the institution.

 � The Governing Board of the Institution is responsible for determining philanthropic 

and strategic priorities.

 � The Governing Board of the Institution is legally responsible for the performance and 

oversight of all aspects of Institution operations.

 � The Governing Board of the Institution is responsible for the employment, 

compensation, and evaluation of all Institution employees, including the President 

or Chancellor (“President”). [Note: In some cases, the foundation may provide funds to 

supplement the compensation of the institution’s chief executive. The governing board, 

however, remains solely responsible for setting total compensation and evaluating the 

performance of the chief executive.] 

 � The Institution President is responsible for communicating on a regular basis the 

priorities and long-term plans of the Institution, as approved by the Governing Board, to 

the Foundation.

 � The Institution recognizes that the Foundation is a separate, private corporation with 

the authority to keep all records and data confidential, consistent with the law.

 � The President of the Institution shall serve as an ex-officio member of the Foundation 

Board and shall assume a prominent role in fundraising activities. [Note: This can 

be with or without vote. Consult legal counsel for the most appropriate structure, and 

factor that into the language.]

 � The Chief Executive of the Foundation shall be included as a member of the 

Institution President’s cabinet and senior administrative team. [Note: If the foundation 

is totally independent, the chief executive should have regular access to this group, and 

language in this document should reflect this.]
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 � The Institution shall include the Foundation as an active and prominent participant in 

strategic planning for the Institution.

 � The Institution shall establish and enforce policies that support the Foundation’s 

ability to respect the privacy and confidentiality of donor records.

 � The Institution shall ensure that gift funds and other privately contributed resources 

are used in compliance with donor intent.

 � The Institution recognizes that the Foundation bears major responsibility for 

fundraising. University representatives will coordinate fundraising initiatives, 

including major gifts solicitations with the Foundation. [Note: When a foundation 

supports a system or institution for which multiple affiliated entities raise and manage 

private support, the MOU should indicate how the organizations work together to 

most effectively identify, cultivate, solicit, and steward donors. The MOU might also 

clarify, without comprehensively detailing, the relationship between the foundation and 

alumni association or other affiliated entities.]

 � The President and other senior administrators of the Institution will work in 

conjunction with the leadership of the Foundation Board of Directors and the 

Foundation Chief Executive to identify, cultivate, and solicit prospects for private gifts.

FOUNDATION RESPONSIBILITIES

 � The Foundation shall maintain its status as a separately incorporated 501(c)(3) 

nonprofit organization created to raise, manage, distribute, and steward private 

resources to support the various priorities of the Institution. [Note: Language should 

be added to clarify the exact entity the foundation supports—for example, a system-

wide university, a single campus, an academic unit within the university, or a campus 

within the system.]

 � The Foundation Board of Directors is responsible for the control and management of 

all assets of the Foundation, including the prudent management of all gifts, consistent 

with donor intent.

 � The Foundation is responsible for the performance and oversight of all aspects of its 

operations based on a comprehensive set of bylaws that clearly addresses the board’s 

fiduciary responsibilities, including expectations of individual board members based 

upon ethical guidelines and policies. The Foundation will apprise the institution of 

significant changes made to the bylaws.

 � The Foundation shall establish and enforce policies to identify and manage potential 

conflicts of interest and ensure that foundation assets do not directly or indirectly 

unduly benefit an individual or other person. 
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 � The Foundation is responsible for the employment, compensation, and evaluation of 

all its employees, including the Foundation Chief Executive. The Institution President 

will be included as a prominent participant in discussion and decision making 

regarding the hiring, assessment, and termination of the Foundation Chief Executive. 

[Note: MOU language should clarify whether the foundation has its own employees or 

relies on institution employees to fulfill its responsibilities.]

 � The Foundation may earmark a portion of its unrestricted funds to a discretionary 

fund for the President of the Institution and will either transfer a percentage of those 

funds annually to the Institution in compliance with state law and university policies 

or reimburse appropriate presidential expenditures. [Note: All such expenditures must 

comply with the IRS 501(c)(3) code and be consistent with the foundation’s mission. 

Such funds will be audited as part of the foundation’s annual independent audit.]

Fundraising

• The Foundation shall create an environment conducive to increasing levels of 

private support for the mission and priorities of the Institution.

• The Foundation is responsible for planning and executing comprehensive 

fundraising and donor-acquisition programs in support of the strategic priorities 

identified by the President and Institution Governing Board. These programs 

include annual giving, major gifts, planned gifts, special projects, and campaigns 

as appropriate. [Note: When there are shared responsibilities for fundraising, or if 

the institution is responsible for all fundraising activities, language should be added 

that clarifies each entity’s roles and responsibilities. For example: The university 

wishes to hire the expertise of the foundation to provide coordination and 

assistance in the operation, development, accounting, management, and marketing 

activities of the university development office. Or the foundation wishes to provide 

such services, not as an employee or agent of the university, but as an independent 

organization.]

• The Foundation will establish, adhere to, and periodically assess its gift-

management and acceptance policies. It will promptly acknowledge and issue 

receipts for all gifts and provide appropriate recognition and stewardship  

of such gifts.

• The Foundation shall not accept grants from state or federal agencies, except in 

special circumstances that are approved by the Foundation Board of Directors 

and the governmental agency. [Note: Some foundations, such as those serving 

in support of university health centers, can be called upon to accept and manage 

governmental grants].
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• The Foundation shall establish and enforce policies to protect donor 

confidentiality and rights. [Note: See the “Donor Bill of Rights” developed by 

the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel (AAFRC), Association for 

Healthcare Philanthropy (AHP), Council for Advancement and Support of 

Education (CASE), and the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP).]

Asset Management

• The Foundation will receive, hold, manage, invest, and disburse contributions 

of cash, securities, patents, copyrights, and other forms of property, including 

immediately vesting gifts and deferred gifts that are contributed in the form of 

planned and deferred-gift instruments.

• The Foundation will establish prudent asset-allocation, disbursement, and 

spending policies that adhere to applicable federal and state laws including the 

Uniform Prudent Investor Act (UPIA) and the Uniform Prudent Management of 

Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA). 

• The Foundation will engage an independent accounting firm annually to 

conduct an audit of the Foundation’s financial and operational records and will 

provide the Institution with a copy of the annual audited financial statements, 

including management letters. [Note: Management letters, including concerns 

and/or recommendations about management practices, are typically shared 

with institutional presidents or chancellors in those cases where the foundation is 

dependent or interdependent]. 

• The Foundation will establish internal controls and other enterprise risk 

management practices commensurate with the Board’s fiduciary responsibility. 

Entrepreneurial Activities

• The Foundation will explore current opportunities, including acquisition and 

management of real estate or personal property on behalf of the Institution, for 

future allocation, transfer, or use.

• The Foundation may serve as an instrument for entrepreneurial activities for the 

Institution and engage in such activities as purchasing, developing, or managing 

real estate for campus expansion and student housing, or participating in joint 

ventures that advance the mission of the institution. It also may hold licensing 

agreements and other forms of intellectual property, borrow or guarantee debt 

issued by their parties, or engage in other activities to increase foundation 

revenue with no direct connection to an institutional purpose.
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FINANCES AND ADMINISTRATION

Transfer of Funds

• The Foundation will transfer funds to the designated entity within the Institution 

in compliance with applicable laws, Institution and Foundation policies, and gift 

agreements. [Note: Disbursement policies should be developed in collaboration with 

institution administrators to facilitate effective financial planning while ensuring 

that gift funds are spent in a timely manner and in compliance with donor intent.]

• The Foundation will disclose any terms, conditions, or limitations imposed 

by donor or legal determination on the gift. The Institution will abide by such 

restrictions and provide appropriate documentation.

• The Foundation’s disbursements on behalf of the Institution must be reasonable 

business expenses that support the Institution, are consistent with donor intent, 

and do not conflict with the law. [Note: Expenditures for luxury travel, presidential 

residences, or other donor cultivation activities perceived as lavish or conferring 

undue benefits on institution or foundation staff have repeatedly compromised the 

reputations of colleges and universities. Both foundation and institution boards 

have a responsibility to ensure that such risks are effectively managed.]

• All requests for Foundation funds other than regular disbursements and expense 

reimbursements must be submitted to the Foundation by the President of the 

Institution or his or her designee. 

Funding

• The Foundation, in collaboration with the Institution, is responsible for 

establishing a financial plan to underwrite the cost of Foundation programs, 

operations, and services.

• In consideration for Foundation services including, but not limited, to those 

enumerated in this agreement, the Institution will provide the Foundation 

with fair and reasonable compensation or payment for services. The amount 

of compensation will be negotiated on an annual basis by _____ [date] of the 

preceding year. 

• In consideration of Foundation services, the Institution will also provide in-kind 

support including: [list major in-kind support such as staff, office space, and 

technology]. [Note: Institution support for foundation services may be detailed in 

a separate contract for services. Also, if the foundation does not receive any funding 

from the institution or system, then language should specify this.]
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• The Foundation has the right to use a reasonable percentage of the annual 

unrestricted funds; assess fees for services; or assess fees on gifts, endowed 

funds, and other investments. [Note: The use of fees and assessments should be 

decided in consultation with institution administrators, applied uniformly, and 

disclosed to donors.] 

• The Foundation, at its own expense, will provide office space, computer and 

telephone systems, utilities, adequate personnel, office supplies, and other 

such services that may be necessary or required to fulfill its responsibilities and 

obligations. [Note: Depending on the degree of independence of the foundation, 

and if state law permits, the institution may help the foundation by providing 

support that may include personnel, office space, utilities, and services, or it may 

contract with the foundation for the services it provides; language should take this 

into account. Language should also be added to clarify whether the institution or 

the foundation owns the computer server and the records on the server. Institution 

gifts-in-kind should be appropriately reported in the foundation’s annual report.]

• The Foundation shall maintain, at its own expense, copies of the plans, budgets, 

and donor and alumni records developed in connection with the performance of 

its obligations.

• The Foundation will provide access to data and records to the Institution on a 

need-to-know basis in accordance with applicable laws, Foundation policies, 

and guidelines. The Foundation will provide copies of its annual report and 

other information that may be publicly released. [Note: State regulations and case 

law should be taken into consideration to ensure that data-sharing practices are 

compatible with expectations regarding foundation and donor privacy.] 

TERMS OF THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

This Memorandum of Understanding, made this ___ [day] of _______ [month], 20__ 

[year], by and between the board of the Institution and the Foundation (an Internal 

Revenue Code 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation), is intended to set forth policies and 

procedures that will contribute to the coordination of their mutual activities. 

To ensure effective achievement of the items of the agreement, the Institution and 

Foundation officers and board representatives shall hold periodic meetings to foster and 

maintain productive relationships and to ensure open and continuing communications 

and alignment of priorities. The Institution and Foundation will review and amend this 

agreement at least every five years.

Either party may, upon 90 days prior written notice to the Chief Executive and Board 

Chair of the other party, terminate this agreement. The party initiating termination of 

the agreement must act in good faith to provide an opportunity for a meeting to include 

Institution and Foundation executives and Board Chairs (or the Board Chairs’ designees) of 

both parties within 30 days of initial written notice of intention to terminate the agreement. 
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party may terminate this MOU in the event 

the other party defaults in the performance of its obligations and fails to cure the default 

within a reasonable time after receiving written show cause notice to the Chief Executive 

and Board Chair of the defaulting party.

Should the Institution choose to terminate this agreement, the Foundation may 

require the Institution to pay, within 180 days of written notice, all debt incurred by the 

Foundation on the Institution’s behalf, including, but not limited to, lease payments, 

advanced funds, and funds borrowed for specific initiatives. Should the Foundation 

choose to terminate this agreement, the Institution may require the Foundation to pay 

debt it holds on behalf of the Foundation in like manner.

Consistent with provisions appearing in the Foundation’s bylaws and its articles of 

incorporation, should the Foundation cease to exist or cease to be an Internal Revenue 

Code 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, the Foundation will transfer its assets and property 

to the Institution, to a reincorporated successor Foundation, to another 501(c)(3) 

organization affiliated with the Institution, or to the state or federal government for public 

purposes, in accordance with the law and donor intent.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Memorandum of Understanding 

to be executed by their duly authorized officers as of the day and date first above written.

____________________________________ ____________________________________
Chair Chair 
Board of The Institution Board of The Foundation

Date: _______________________________ Date: _______________________________

____________________________________ ____________________________________
President or Chancellor Chief Executive 
The Institution The Foundation 

Date: _________________________ Date: ________________________
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Institutional Attestation

Specifically:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 Subsequent events, if any, have been disclosed.

Institution Business Officer

Date

Institution Chancellor

Date

We have disclosed the identity of the entity's related parties and all the related party relationships and 
transactions of which we are aware.  

Contingent liabilities, if any, have been discussed with UW System Office of General Counsel and/or Risk 
Management.  Contingent liabilities include lawsuits, potential audit disallowances, and any other situations 
where future events may confirm the existence of a payable.

The revenues and expenses are appropriately classified and, as applicable, expenses are appropriately 
allocated to funds, functions, and programs.

Interfund, internal, and intra-equity activity and balances, if any, are appropriately classified and reported.  

Accounts receivables have been properly identified and recorded .

The capital assets, including any intangible assets, are properly capitalized, reported, and, if applicable, 
depreciated.

The assets and liabilities are appropriately classified, as applicable, and appropriately allocated to funds.

Relationships and transactions with primary fundraising foundations and real estate foundations, if any, have 
been appropriately accounted for and disclosed in accordance with  UW System's principles, best practices and 
requirements.

We confirm, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the fiscal year 2017 financial information submitted 
by UW-_________________ has been provided in accordance with System Administration instructions 
and is materially accurate. 

We are responsible for compliance with laws, regulations, and provisions of contract and grant agreements 
applicable to the Institution.

All transactions have been recorded in the accounting records.

We have disclosed any restatements made to correct a material misstatement in a prior period that affects the 
comparative statements.

APPENDIX C:
Annual Attestation by Institution 
Chief Business Officer and Chancellor



APPENDIX D:
Accounting/Pass-through Example











DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

June 11, 2014 

Art Rathjen 
UW Oshkosh Foundation 

Jennifer Borgmann rRf 
Administrative Servic� 

UW Credit Union Scholarship Distribution 

!'"- .
.. 

�

lq ·: ...

... 

ii...' .. :·.
� -: 

..._ l,/

Attached is a payment to the UW Oshkosh Foundation for the annual distribution of scholarship 
money from the UW Credit Union. The total for FY 14 is $21,311 and is distributed as follows. 

Jim Cook Scholarship 
Reeve/Dining Student Employee Scholarship 
SLICAward 
OSA Reinhard 
Remainder of Scholarship dollars 

$ 400.00 
$ 500.00 
$ 800.00 
$ 500.00 
$ 19,111.00 

If you have any questions, please contact me at 424-3219. 

VICE CHANCEUOR ADMINISTRA11VE SERVICES 
UNfVERSITY O

F 

WISCONSIN OSHKOSH, 800 ALGO,\.fA BLVD, OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54901 
(920) 424-3030, FAX (920) -124-2240

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. www.uwosh.edu 

APPENDIX E:  
Contract Revenue Pass-through



PREPARED BY: 

VENDOR NUMBER: 

PAY TO: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY: 

STATE: 

DEPT NUMBER: 

DEPT NAME: 

DEPT NUMBER: 

DEPT NAME: 

PT NUMBER: 

PT NAME: 

DEPT NUMBER: 

DEPT NAME: 

DIRECT PAYMENT REQUEST 

UW OSHKOSH 

Jennifer Borgmann # 3219 
Print Name Phone Number 

2440 

ZIP CODE: 

Description of payment request: 

UWCU Distribution 

NO: 
�--------@ 

DATE: 6/11/2014 
II'--------� 

AMOUNT: $21,311 

ACCOUNT: 

ACCOU 

ACCOU 

ACCOUNT: 

ACCOUNT: 

ACCOUNT: 

ACCOUNT: 

TOTAL: 

AMOUNT 

Attach ori&inal invoice/receipt AND one copy· if vendor requires a copy, send a second copy. 

If Personal Reimbursement: Name of Payee- Printed Signature 

Jennifer Borgmann 

Authorizerls Name: Printed 

Mail Direct Payment Request to financial Services, Dempsey 236 

Revlsecl 02/27 /12 

APPENDIX E:  
Contract Revenue Pass-through
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APPENDIX F:  
Capital Building Project Example











Invoice for: UWSP Foundation office 

Date: 6/16/2016 >( 

Please issue a check in the amount of $5,202.03 from University Store account 103200 
to the UWSP Foundation Office. Please send the check to the UWSP Foundation Office, 
ATTN:Tammi David. 

Account Department Amount 

�j2ti01\ 4232-= Astronomy & Physics Y $ 1,663.95 

�.nptran go1 Biology)< $ 3,538.08 

��r1s <fJ • .;;,,#' 
� <l.el���,,- ·

r,..
e.S..· . \){ \<'J�· TOTAL �

\"' ;,- \�'7 �� \.\�� � ·t(gw· � �VrY")

---------.-----------------------------------------------------
Remittance 

Date 

Amount Due 

Amount Enclosed 

_/_/_ 

$5,202.03 

$ 

Please make all checks payable to: UWSP Foundation Office 

lD3zc;o-�740 

zs 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

APPENDIX G:  
Donated Profits from Course Materials 
Example





APPENDIX H:
Expenditure Reimbursement Example

















APPENDIX I:  
Check Written Incorrectly/Funds Intended for Foundation Example









.Summary Inquiry - UNTl (wujsg) l!ll!J Ef 

r 
I'...,,.-,,; 

•• J u .
1

f) �
Clear View File Print Tools Help Add

.,.. .,.. .,.. Note 
Actio... View File Tools Help 

_Account 

Description 
01 00 -1509 ,.0 � 
CUR LIAB·DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 

Period 
Beg1nn1ng Balance $0.00 

,July _______ _!0.00 I-
August $0.00 I 
September $1.00 
October 
November 
December 
r January
February 

(March 
,April 
Ma 

Totals 

$0 00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 
$0.001 
$0.00 
$0���]
$0.00

1 $0 00 

$1.001 

14 4 � �I [by Account • I

$0.00 
$9.300.22 -
$7,629.80 
$7.070.23 
$5,039.30 
$2,333.50 
$2,018.64 

$786.24 l 
$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

j$0.00 

$34,177.93t 

Year: 

$0.00 5,0.00 .... ---
($9.300.22) ($9.300.22) 
($7,629.80) ($16.930.02) 
($7.069.23) t ($23,999.25) 
($5,039.30) ($29,038.55) 
($2.333.50) ($31 .372.05) 
($2,018.64) ($33,390.69) 

($786.24) 1 ($34,176.93] 
$0.00 l ($34.176 93) 
$0.00 ($34 .176. 93) 

_ ,ooo t ($34,176.93)_ 
$0.00 ($34,176.93) 
__ .. -
:J;0.00 ($34.176.93) - ----

($34.176.93)1. -. �34.176.�3L!

.,..

X

Voucher 02469034

X Total traces between page 1 & page 7
#  Donations for July 1, 2016 traces between page 2 & page 3

APPENDIX J:  
Gratuity Donations Example





Journal Entry TRX Date Account Number Account Description Credit Amount Debit Amount Reference
1065180 7/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 121.34  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067383 7/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 418.62  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067392 7/2/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 472.14  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067400 7/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 393.41  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067408 7/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 509.99  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067418 7/5/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 197.06  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1065221 7/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 36.01  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067427 7/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 212.47  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1065232 7/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 39.47  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067437 7/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 196.96  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067448 7/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 348.24  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067458 7/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 436.79  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067467 7/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 197.01  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067477 7/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 162.41  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1065275 7/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 98.35  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067486 7/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 139.88  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067495 7/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 175.08  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067505 7/14/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 191.24  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1065308 7/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 57.89  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067515 7/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 349.94  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067525 7/16/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 440.43  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067534 7/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 183.34  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067544 7/18/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 151.15  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067552 7/19/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 148.36  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067561 7/20/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 479.15  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067571 7/21/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 91.23  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067581 7/22/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 584.24  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067297 7/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 113.68  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067591 7/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 89.85  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067599 7/24/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 214.58  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067609 7/25/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 222.30  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067618 7/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 183.44  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067326 7/27/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 47.52  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067637 7/27/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 240.38  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067647 7/28/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 343.56  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
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1067347 7/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 55.00  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1067786 7/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 268.39  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067796 7/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 451.35  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1067805 7/31/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 237.97  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075867 8/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 159.81  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075876 8/2/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 95.87  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075885 8/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 166.00  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073125 8/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 207.33  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1075895 8/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 112.45  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075915 8/5/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 338.94  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073146 8/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 31.03  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1075925 8/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 441.68  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075934 8/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 250.53  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073160 8/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 30.50  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1075944 8/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 141.09  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073172 8/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 114.92  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1075962 8/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 600.03  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075971 8/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 105.57  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073194 8/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 76.94  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1075981 8/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 35.93  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075991 8/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 346.93  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076001 8/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 500.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076010 8/14/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 246.32  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076020 8/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 115.04  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076029 8/16/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 135.39  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076038 8/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 121.02  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076048 8/18/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 132.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076058 8/19/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 239.14  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1073286 8/21/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 72.55  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1076076 8/21/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 561.91  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076086 8/22/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 527.42  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076096 8/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 126.79  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076105 8/24/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 104.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076115 8/25/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 165.35  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075803 8/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 131.37  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1076125 8/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 317.49  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc



1076135 8/27/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 244.83  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076144 8/28/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 221.25  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076154 8/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 90.74  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1075839 8/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 82.66  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1076163 8/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 76.31  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1076172 8/31/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 160.36  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081904 9/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 163.59  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081914 9/2/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 352.01  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081924 9/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 473.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081933 9/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 194.08  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081942 9/5/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 604.55  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081371 9/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 65.98  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1081951 9/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 150.90  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081967 9/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 88.48  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081975 9/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 107.67  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081405 9/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 160.36  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1081991 9/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 176.31  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081416 9/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 38.80  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082000 9/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 255.53  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081427 9/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 60.15  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082015 9/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 100.98  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081436 9/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 717.02  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082023 9/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 91.00  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082032 9/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 168.53  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082040 9/14/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 58.29  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082057 9/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 95.04  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082075 9/16/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 406.53  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081488 9/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 360.63  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082084 9/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 405.89  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082092 9/18/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 146.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1081509 9/19/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 247.17  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082107 9/20/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 117.58  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082124 9/21/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 31.67  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082133 9/22/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 174.26  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082141 9/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 133.57  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082149 9/24/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 189.01  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc



1081589 9/25/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 57.19  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1082158 9/25/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 47.37  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082165 9/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 32.74  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082174 9/27/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 25.26  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082962 9/28/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 438.52  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082970 9/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 65.08  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1082989 9/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 66.95  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090217 10/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 61.87  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1089935 10/2/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 61.41  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1090224 10/2/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 33.61  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090240 10/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 61.37  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090248 10/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 34.45  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090266 10/5/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 32.96  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1089975 10/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 432.21  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1090275 10/6/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 33.40  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090284 10/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 204.39  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090292 10/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 130.72  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090299 10/9/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 76.29  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090307 10/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 36.02  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090316 10/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 78.34  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090324 10/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 33.77  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090045 10/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 96.03  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1090340 10/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 45.45  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090348 10/14/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 224.36  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090067 10/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 370.32  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1090356 10/15/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 416.20  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090363 10/16/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 58.41  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090086 10/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 718.91  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1090372 10/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 84.40  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090380 10/18/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 43.58  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090388 10/19/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 267.42  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090403 10/21/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 70.67  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090412 10/22/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 129.51  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090418 10/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 36.07  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1091161 10/24/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 56.90  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1090427 10/25/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 18.29  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc



1091332 10/28/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 47.00  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1091365 10/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 672.90  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1091745 10/29/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 346.86  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1091340 10/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 25.21  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1096667 11/1/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 152.42  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1096690 11/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 111.86  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1097786 11/3/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 96.86  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1097793 11/4/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 61.33  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1097799 11/5/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 66.92  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1096730 11/7/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 158.99  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1097818 11/8/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 54.59  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1097833 11/10/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 130.05  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1097841 11/11/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 75.35  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1096784 11/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 221.05  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1097847 11/12/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 107.66  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1096795 11/13/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 85.86  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1097858 11/14/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 24.30  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1098445 11/17/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 116.43  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1099988 11/18/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 98.69  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1098457 11/19/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 119.87  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1098475 11/22/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 167.17  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1099875 11/23/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 59.97  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1099881 11/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 33.30  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1100844 11/26/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 379.39  ‐  US Cash Office/Misc
1099891 11/28/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 5.30  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc
1100810 11/30/2016 0100‐1509 CUR LIAB‐DONATIONS/STIFT TIPS 6.14  ‐  MU Cash Office/Misc

31,372.05              X
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APPENDIX M:
Overpayment Returned 
Example







From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Crook, Corey 
Tuesday, August 16, 2016 8:44 AM 
Payment Services Office - non-payroll 
Payment for Theatre Scholarship Money Collected July 2015-June 2016 
Theatre Scholarship Payment FY16.xlsx 

Good Morning, 

Please write a check to the UWSP Foundation for $6637.50. 
This should come from account 103344'. This is the total collected July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016. 
This is money collected from ticket sales for Theatre Scholarships. 

Attached is the documentation showing how much went to the Theatre Scholarship account (#103344) for each Theatre 
performance during the past fiscal year. The amounts used can be found in the "Tickets with scholarship fees" row in 
each report. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

Corey Crook 
University Information & Ticket Center Services Manager 
University Centers 
UW-Stevens Point 
715-346-3554 
Corev.Crook@uwsp.edu 

APPENDIX N:
Patron Ticket 
Donation Example
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Theatre First Nighters #806123 

Date: xo/16/15 yd 
Name of Show: The Seagull: Rehearsed 

Tickets Sold 
Ticket Number of Tickets Price of Ticket Extended Price 

Studio First Nighters 0 S 55.00 $ 

Jenkins First Nighters 0 $ 53.33 S 
S & J First Nighters 71 S 50.00 $ 3,550.00 

Total Tickets: 71 

Tickets with Scholarship fee: 71 $1.50 per ticket $ 106.50 

Tickets with fee: 71 

Total Sales: $ 3,550.00 

Ticket Fees before tax $1.25 per ticket $ 88.75 

Ticket Fees State Tax Payable $ 4.21 

Ticket Fees County Tax Payable $ 0.42 

Total to Ticket Office after tax $ 84.12 

Total to client before tax $ 3,354.75 

State tax payable $ 158.99 

County Tax payable $ 15.90 

Total taxes $ 174.89 

$ 3,179.86 After taxes and ticket fees $ 3,179.86 



Theatre #806127 

Date; 10/16/15 X' 

Name of Show: The Seagull; Rehearsed 

Tickets Sold 
Ticket Number of Tickets Price of Ticket Extended Price 

Season Adult 7 S 16.00 $ 112.(K) 

Season Senior 2 $ 1S.00 $ 30.00 

Season Youth 0 $ 13.67 S 
Adult 6 S 21.00 $ 126.00 

Senior 13 S 20.00 $ 260.00 

Youth 0 $ 16.00 $ 

UWSP Student with ID 11 S 4.S0 $ 49.50 

UWSP Student Day Of 0 $ $ 

UWSP Staff 1 $ 16.00 $ 16.00 

Comps 34 S $ 

Total Tickets: 74 

Tickets with Scholarship fee: 28 $1.50 per ticket $ 42.00 

Tickets with fee: 40 

Total Sales: $ 593.50 

Ticket Fees before tax $1.25 per ticket $ 50.00 

Ticket Fees State Tax Payable $ 2.37 

Ticket Fees County Tax Payable $ 0.24 

Total to Ticket Office after tax $ 47.39 

Total to client before tax $ 501.50 

State tax payable $ 23.77 

County Tax payable $ 2.38 

Total taxes $ 26.14 

$ 475.36 After taxes and ticket fees $ 475.36 



Theatre #806127 

Date: 10/17/15X 
Name of Show: The Seagull: Rehearsed 

Tickets Sold 
Ticket Number of Tickets Price of Ticket Extended Price 

Season Adult 0 $ 16.00 $ 

Season Senior 5 $ 15.00 $ 75.00 

Season Youth 0 S 13.67 $ 

Adult 61 $ 21.00 $ 1,281.00 

Senior 18 S 20.00 $ 360.00 

Youth 1 S 16.00 $ 16.00 

UWSP Student with ID 14 $ 4.50 $ 63.00 

UWSP Student Day Of 29 $ $ 
UWSP Staff 2 S 16.00 $ 32.00 

Comps 3 S $ 

Total Tickets: 133 

Tickets with Scholarship fee: 85 $1.50 per ticket $ 127.50 

Tickets with fee: 101 

Total Sales: $ 1,827.00 

Ticket Fees before tax $1.25 per ticket $ 126.25 

Ticket Fees State Tax Payable $ 5.98 

Ticket Fees County Tax Payable $ 0.60 

Total to Ticket Office after tax $ 119.67 

Total to client before tax $ 1,573.25 

State tax payable $ 74.56 

County Tax payable $ 7.46 

Total taxes $ 82.02 

$ 1,491.23 After taxes and ticket fees $ 1,491.23 



Theatre #806127 

Date: 10/18/15 y 

Name of Show: The Seagull: Rehearsed 

Tickets Sold 
Ticket Number of Tickets Price of Ticket Extended Price 

Season Adult 4 S 16.00 $ 64.00 

Season Senior 10 S 15.00 $ 150.00 

Season Youth 0 $ 13.67 $ 

Adult 29 S 21.00 $ 609.00 

Senior 34 $ 20.00 $ 680.00 

Youth 5 S 16.00 $ 80.00 

UWSP Student with ID 15 $ 4.50 $ 67.50 

UWSP Student Day Of 11 S $ 

UWSP Staff 0 S 16.00 $ 

Comps 5 $ $ 

Total Tickets: 113 

Tickets with Scholarship fee: 82 $1.50 per ticket $ 123.00 

Tickets with fee: 97 

Total Sales: $ 1,650.50 

Ticket Fees before tax $1.25 per ticket $ 121.25 

Ticket Fees State Tax Payable $ 5.75 

Ticket Fees County Tax Payable $ 0.57 

Total to Ticket Office after tax $. 114.93 

Total to client before tax $ 1,406.25 

State tax payable $ 66.65 

County Tax payable $ 6.66 

Total taxes $ 73.31 

$ 1,332.94 After taxes and ticket fees $ 1,332.94 
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Student Scholarship 
Withdrawal Example





APPENDIX P:
Unspent Project Grant 
Returned Example
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